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Great Naval Battle' May Already
Be In Progress Near Formosa
fleets Undoubtedly Close Together
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Public Feeling at High Tension in St. Petersburg, Where News of fight
Is Hourly Expected.
v
Rojestvensky Believed To Be Far Away From
His Naval Base.
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TOKIO, 4:30 p. m

May 27.

Sight-

ing Rojestveusky's fleet oft Tsu
islands would seem to Indicate the
Russian commander has determined
to take the boldest course and instead of skirling Japan and entering
the sea of Japan liy THUgaru of La
Perouse straits, to push through the
tit raits of Korea and try io reach
Vladivotok which is uhout (40 miles
from Tsu islands. That he will be
able to do so without at. least being
harrassed by the Japs seems Impossible and the report Is circulated in
Toklo today that the two Hoots have
engaged In tho straits of Korea may
turn out correct.
There is a 'possibility that RojestTogo and
vensky may hive
the latter is still at the base he established north of the island of
Formosa, in which case a general engagement may not take place before
the Russians reach Vladivostok.
It
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Is also possible the Russian vessels
1IONQ KONG, May 27. The
steamer St. Kildu, which arrived
sighted In the straits of Korea only
form a portion of the Russian licet. here today from Jap3n, reports having sighted early In the morning of
Intense Interest.
fony-fivRussian vessels. InST. PETERSBURG. May 27. Ten- May 24,
sion In naval circles Is very, great. cluding battleships, cruisers, torpedo
boat destroyers, colliers, a hospital
News of the meeting of the Russian
and tugs, 140 miles out south-cas- t
end Japanese fleets Is expected hour- ship of Saddle
islands. The Russians
ly. Ijst night a dispatch to tho As- were
when first sighted
stationary
It
Presssociated
from Toklo, says
of
the
most
colliers were half
and
was rumored that the fleets had alempty. Subsequently the Russian vesof
Korea.
in
straits
the
ready engaged
away
heading In a
It aroused intense interest at the sels steamed direction.
northwestetnly
admlrallty, but nothing confirmatory
Jap3 Watching.
has been received up to noon today.
27.-AdTOKIO,
p. m.May
The majority of officers are In- in i r;i
been
licet
ha
Koji
stvensky'8
clined to doubt the accuracy of the
:i;:hK(l off P.su Muiid In the strait"
report, believing Roji s' vi i:sky, with of Korea.,
,
his fighting ships, is headed north-Another View.
ward for the eastern part of JapSn.
'
It.
SAIGON.
on
the
consider
May 27. Returning colOthers,
contrary,
quite likely that Rojestvensky, after liers report that Rojestvensky 's fleet
heading for the Pacific, doubled back arrived off Saddle islands, May 24,
and will take the straightost course and proceeded In the dlrertion of the
for Vladivostok.
slralts of Korea.
Brit-is-
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"We hope it may be useful to you
and may its daily record prove to
be as true and faithful as yours has
ever been, while superintendent of
our public school system. And, Miss
Bucher, we now pray your acceptance of this little gift."
Miss Bucher, although taken by surprise, responded in a few words,
thanking the students and expressing
her appreciation, saying she would
prize the gift as a reminder of her
association with the Las Vegas high
,

. ;

The teachers, with some of whom
the retiring pupcrintendl'ftt has been
connected for ten years, had previousMany Cklahonia towns were swept
ly presented her with beautiful
last night by heavy winds doing dam'
opera glasses, accompanied age to property but causing no loss
by a united expression of their regard.sl of life.
James Daleycmple, the Glasgow
The Exhibit.
Each grade had on exhibition this superintendent of street railways, has
year at closing time, a fine collection arrived to give pointers to Mayor
of drawings, paintings
and mitten Dunne of Chicago.
work, and experienced teachers who
Mrs. Mary Ellen Lease was held up
were interested visitors, gave it as and robbed of J400.
their opinion that this work could
Jeremiah FItspatrick has sued his
not be excelled.
son for a million Collars, claimed
The Schools This Year.
to have been given to the letter's
An unusually fine showing has been wife.
made this year in the public schools,
Nat Crump, the famous outlaw, lAs
the enrollment being large and at- - Lt?en
captured. , ;
tendance regular The board of edu i
cation, ruperintendent and teachers,
The Philadelphia organization says
may well feel repaid for the efforts the offer of the gas company to pay
put for in behalf of the children this $25,000,000 for extension ef franchise
term.
.has tMn withdrawn.
gold-mounte- d
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Devlne.
Vocal Duet

-

"Echoes." Misses May
Schlott and Bertha Sundt.
Original Story Miss Turner.
Piano Solo "The Dying Poet." Miss
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Recitation Miss May Ross.
Piano Duet "Gallop
Brllliante."
Misses Sundt.
,
A professional elocutionist present
congratulated the superintendent on
the excellent showing of the pupils.
At the close of the program, Miss
May Ross, who had so delighted the
audience with her recitation, again
stepped to the stage carrying in. her
hand a most beautiful gold watch
which she presented on behalf of the
liigh school in the following words:
"Miss Bucher:
"The high school pupils wish to
present you with a token of the love
and esteem they have for you. It
Is somewhat of a paradox, too.
"It's as hard a case as the boys;
yet. like the girls, it's as good as gold.
"Its hands are made to 'mark'
time, yet they keep marching steadily onward.
"Its face Is open and honest, and
it is one to twelve that it won't belie
its looks. Its works are purposely
hidden and concealed, yet their goodness is plain to be seen. And if you
r
will excuse slang it's a
like some of the boys and girls think
they are.
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"The Greater, Las Vegas."
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Santa Fe to Have Double
Line Across the Continent
Belcn

Not To be Extended to Rio Puerco on San-t- a
Fe PicifL but to Follow Branch to Silver
City and
Continue Phoenix line
Straight West to San BeV
narumo.
Cut-Of-

f

.

The Optic is the first paper in the
United States to be able to announce
that the Santa Fe railway system will
before eighteen months has expired,
have double tracks from Chicago' to
Los Angeles. From Chicago to Kansas City and from San Bernardino to
Los Angeles, the double tracks will
run side 'by side. For the remainder
of the distance the tracks will be far
apart, constituting, in fact, two main
lines of the Santa Fe, one the present road over the mountains, the
other the line to Amarlllo, Tex., Tex-ic- o
f
by- the Santa Fe
to Belen,
then by the present line to Silver City,
to Morenci, A. T., on to a connection
now building with the Santa Fe, Pres-coPhoenix and continuing that
road westward to San Bernardino.
The Optic's Information Is authoritative and tbe official announcement
will be made within a abort time.
The new linn of the Santa Fa frnm
Texlco to Belen will not be continued
to tbe Rio Puerco on the Santa Fe Pacific, as has been nonulnrlv HunnoHnri
Instead the Santa Fe branch, to Silver
City, probably with some straighten
ing. will be utilized for & main Una
and extended to meet the Santa Fe,
rrescott and Pnoenlx which is being
rapidly pushed this way, and the main
line will then be run acrosn thn nnii.
fornia desert.Jrom Wickenburg to
That is one of tbe main lines.
The other will remain as at present,
tho line by the Raton tunnel via Las
Vegas, Albuquerque and the Santa Fe
Pacific.
The Santa Fe has not been talk
-

cut-of-

ing about Its intention, reached soma
time ago, to build a main line via (be
Santa Fe, Frescott and Phoenix to
San Bernardino. However it bat Men
pushing out vigorously from both efids
of the Arizona branch. Tho Southern .;
Paclfio has been fighting every
vanco made by lti fcrmfdabbj
f
very likely suspecting the Intention . f
the company. However for more thatk
a year the Santa Fe hat been urelj;
making Its way in both direction to
til it has pushed west from Wlokan
burg to the California line and east
from Phoenix 130 miles to Kelvin la
the valley of tbe Gila.
A prominent official of the Bant Fe
railway, in speaking of the new mora
southerly line, says that la the whole
distance there will not be grade of
over one per cent Both roads
will
be operated as main
their whole length and both will be
maintained at the highest degree of

f

:

i

lines-through-

efficiency.

A great many neonle who tpaa this
article will be surprised to learn that
the Santa Fe baa quietly extended
east from Phoenix to Kelvin and west
from Wickenburg for almost a hundred miles. Those who did know It
were at a loss to explain the exact reason for the extension. In the light
of the present announcement the reason is plain enoftjgh.
The decision of the company to
operate two main lines across tbe continent will mean the maintenance of
the present line at Its present efficiency and the development of a resourceful district of New Mexico and
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Churches of Las Vegas In
;
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THE

CASTLE

mercial club for next Monday night.
At this meeting a Ftock company will
probably be formed and plans be outlined for the immediate building of
half a dozen cottages.
The investment company Is about
ready to go ahead with such plans on
Its own account, but as the movement
is one in which citizens generally are
interested, it is believed that much
greater results will be achieved if
more people assist In the movement.
It is proposed to organize a company
capitalized at $25,000, to raise $15,(mmj
cash and to begin work at once on the
building of a pretty good class of
houses. As soon as a house can be sold
the money will revert ta the building
fund, thus keeping something doing.
In the meantime the houses will be
rented.
These are only suggestions. All tbe
details will be worked out next Monday evening at the meeting. Tbe public is urged to come out.

NEW YORK, May

SCHOOL.

27.

The

Union Services Tomorrow

Memorial Day Service at the Duncan
Opera House,
lomorrow. The Rev. Francis Edward Smiley,
D. D. of Chicago To Preach the Sermon. The

Grand Army Post and Other Orders to Honor
the Day. Excellent Music Provided.

Important Building Movement
Splendid Iron Bridge of
Started by Investment Company
Pennsylvania Railroad Blown Up
The Optic campaign for more Las
yegas houses and the interviews
with citizens, quoted from time, to
time in this paper, have done their
share in getting started a movement
that means achievement
Last night the Las Vegas agency &
Improvement corporation agreed the
time had come to back a city improvement society which will have, for its
prime object the building of homes
for the city. It bad been intended by
the corporation to build a number
of cottages for rent, but the Immediate demand has been so clearly shown
that the members decided there ought
to be no delay.
The matter was discussed on the
streets this morning and fifteen or
twenty citizens who heard of It have
already expressed their desire of taking stock In a city improvement society. Accordingly, it is proposed to
call a meeting of citizens at tbe com
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Miss Lorenzen.
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Coors.

Recitation "A Disappearing
mance.'' - Miss Cohn.
Piano solo "Laughing Wave

i.

-

THE DOUGLAS SCHOOL.

Telegraph Brevities

teachers.
These, however, filled the second
floor of the building.
school.
At 8:30, Mr. Larkiii announced the
program would commence, and the
following was presented:
Piano
Herolque." Miss
Dearth.
Recitation "The Polish Boy." Miss

.
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4:30

Enjoyable Exercises by High School at Castle
Building Last Night. Miss Bucher Presented
With Beautiful Gold Watch.
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Closing of City Public Schools

After one of the most successful
school years in the history of the city,
the public schools closed yesterday.
The last exercise of the school year
was that given by the high school
last niKht in the assembly room at
the high school building. Owfng to
the limited accommodations, only the
of the
members and
board of education, and parents of
pupils were Invited, and the corps of

h

new

jured. While there was no motive
for action other than pure malice. It
Is believed by the police who are now
at work on the case that the explosion
was caused by some person who
rowed out under the structure in a
boat. No estimate of damage has
yet been made.
Liier u was oiuciosea inai me
bridge was not damaged as reported
by a. mysterious explosion.
It Is believed now some powerful
new bridge when completed would explosive was floated down the
river
have ben four hundred feet long. The on the tide, whether
or
design
by
old bridge now In use stands two accident Is not known. A
rigid Inhundred fet away and was not In vestigation Is in progress.

Pennsylvania railroad Iron bridge,
acrotts the Hackensack river in Jersey
City was blown up, apparently ,by
dynamite, early today. The noise was
heard throughout the city. No one
was hurt. No definite Information
as to the cause of the explosion has
ben obtained. It Is said there has
been no labor trouble and the explosion was probably accidental. The

Sherman Post, O. A. R., of Las tion have been made to Insure
music
Vegas, will follow regulations tomor- of a high order. The occasion
v;ill
row by attending divine service at the doubtless be a
memorable one.
Duncan at 11 o'clock. The post has
The central portion of the lower
extended an Invitation to the other floor of the opera
house has beea le--'
lodges and orders of the city to par- served for the veterans and th othnr
in
lli:
ticipate
honoiiug the dav, orders. It is urgently requested that
and a number of these orders will u me
participating orders arrive at
accept the Invitation and alter d tre the building
ten minutes
11,
service in uniform.
It is expected so that there may be no before,.
in the
delay
that troop A will turn out. In force, matter of seating tyio general auand the Elks, the Red Men, the Fra- dience after the orders have been
ternal Union, the east and west side Bated. Seats are free at thl arvira
hose companies, the city and town and a cordial invitation Is extended
councils will attend in a body. Tbe to everybody.
Masons,' Odd Fellows, Knights of
Pythias, Woodmen, Fraternal BrothIn addition to the tnnrnlnir
erhood, Railroad Brotherhoo Is rnd at 11 ..o'clock, which Is announced
the members of all other order tnd elsewhere, Dr.
Smiley will preach at
their families are Invited to cordially an open-ai- r
In Lincoln park
meeting
attend.
at 3 p. m., and will be supported by
his singer, Mr. Walter Philip Han-soDr. Smiley, who has become so well
and a strong chorus. There will
known to our people through his be stirring singing and the Las
Vegaa
nightly services at the opera house, band has beep invited to assist In the
has consented to deliver the sermon, music. The subject will be The Batand those who know his capacity as tle of the Ages."
a preacher, will realize that a masThere may be
of nov

!

arttn

n,

Games Postponed.
Manager Blood yesterday received
a felegrera from the manager of the
El Paso Colts to the effect that tbe
railroad was washed out below Las
Cnicei and that It was uncertain

when communication
would be retwo
opened.
the
Consequently
games at the Pass City have been
The Blues had expected
postponed.
to leave yesterday afternoon for the

south.

terly discourse awaits the audience.
It Is understood that special prepara

something

Continued on page 12.
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tux levied against tab owner, as pro
vlded ly mi Act of the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of New Mex-Iro- ,
entitled, "An Act to Authorise the
Uulldlnic and Hcpatr of Sidewalks in
(MileH, Town unt Villages," approved
March 16, 199.
Hoc, 2. TblH ordinance ahull tako
effect and in in foree from ami nflr
It
passage ami publication an provided by luw,
Iiuly passed by the Cliy Council of
the City or La Vegan, New Mexico,
thin 2Hh day of May, 1905.
F. K. OLNEY,
Attest:
CI IAS. T A MM 12,
Mayor.
6 122
City Clerk.

"STROHGEST IN THE WORLD"

THE EQUITABLE LIFE
RSSUfAfiCE SOCIETY
UNITED STATES.
Henry B, Hyde, founder.

THE

OF

i:iih:u :ti,

-

AHwrtNt...

ORDINANCE NO. 289.
Bill No. 179.

hmu.

A

Llablllt ies

.'KM.

1

H,7A
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$80,794,289.21

Surplus

is the difference between assets
and liabilities. It is that part of the assets not needed
to pay the policies and other fixed obligations of the

This

Surplus

It indicates strength and dividend-payin- g
Society.
power. It is the fund from which policyholders receive
their dividends and can be disbursed in no other way.
It is maintained solely for their protection and advantage, since the charter and policy contracts forbid. partici-

to-wl-

During the
pation in surplus by any other interests.
las ten years the Society has paid to "policyholders a
,
larger sum in dividends than any other company.
Total Dividend to Policyholder
tor Rt leu ycttrN

John

S,

Clark,

Local Agent,

between Washington avenue and Ilaca

City Ordinances
ORDINANCE NO. 286.
Bill No. 176. ,
A bill rotating to tho construction
of sidewalks In the City of Ln Vegan,
Nw Mexico,
of the
Whereas, In
City Council of the City of Las Vega,
New Mexico, the building of a side-walon tho cam Hide of Grand Avenue, between National and Columbia
Avenues, In tho City of Ian Vegas,
New Mexico, Is necessary, and
Whereas, the following named person owns lot and parcel of land in the
City of Las Vegas, County of Han Miguel, Territory of New Mexico, along
such sidewalk, , abutting, adjoining
and fronting on the same, respective-las follows,
In the Ban Miguel Town Co.'s addi
tion, Block 31, Lot 34, owned by Mag- ..

k

y

to-wl- t:

AtTaU,
therefor,
ybT City Council

Vegas, New Mexico:
Sec. 1. Within thirty days from the
passage and publication, as required
by law, of this ordinance, the said
Chas. Ufeld, ltichard Bohrlsch, E. 11.
Van Orden, Nathaniel Fetterman, and
each of them shall begin and complete
the building of a sidewalk abutting,
adjoining and in front of said lots,
respectively," so owned by them, as
aforesaid, of the material called cement, and of the dimensions and in
tbe manner shown by, and in accordance with the specifications on file in
the office of the City Clerk of the said
City of Las Vegas, New Mexico, and
In accordance with the grade to be obtained from the City Engineer of said
city; or that the said owners or any
of them who shall fall to comply with
this ordinance In the building of such
sidewalk and sidewalks as they are
hereby and herein required, be and
appear before the said City Council at
8 o'clock p. rn. on the 21 st
day of June,
1905, at the City Hall of said city,
there and then to show cause, If any
they have, why the said City Council
should not proceed to have tho said
sidewalks built, and a special tax
levied against said owners, as provided by an Act of the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of New Mexico, entitled, "An Act to Authorize the
Building and Repair of Sidewalks in
Cities, Towns and Villages," approved
March 16, 1899.
Sec. 2. , This ordinance shall take
effect and be In force (from and after
its passage and publication as provided by law.
Duly passed by the City Council of
Las Vegas, New Mexico, this 24th day
of May, 1905.
Attest:
F. E. OLNEY,
CHAS. TAMME,
Mayor.
City Clerk.

mI;.

Hallct Raynolds,
Local Agent.

V

Nathaniel Fetterman,
Now, therefore, be It ordained by
the City Council of the City of Las

Cll JtjLJ,JTi
&')(CA
$JJi,

WaJter S. Bowen,

be It ordained by
of the City of Las

Vegas, New Mexico:

J.

Within twenty days from
Sec
the passage and publication, as required by law, of this ordinance, the
said Magnus Talt shail begin and complete the building of a sidewalk abutting, adjoining and In front of said
lot, of the material called cement,
and of the dimensions and In the manner shown by, and In accordance with
the specification on file In tbe office
of the City Clerk of tbe said City of Las
Vegas, New Mexico, and in accordance
with the grade to be obtained from the
City Engineer of said city; or that the
said owner shall full to comply with
this ordinance In the building of such
sidewalk and sidewalks as he Is hereby and herein required, be and appear
before the said City Council at 8
o'clock p. m. on the 7th day of June,
1905, at the City Hall of said city,
there and then to show cause, If any
he has, why the said City Council
should not proceed to have the said
sidewalks built, and a special tax
levied against said owner, as provided
by an Act of the Legislative Assembly
of the territory of New Mexico, entitled, "An Act to Authorize the
Building and Repair of Sidewalks in
Cities, ToWns and Villages,"
approved
'
March 16, 1899.
Sec. 2. This ordinance shall take
effect and be In force from and after
Its passage and publication as pro1.'

relating to the construction

Hill,

of sidewalks in the City of Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Whereas, in the opinion of the City
Council of the City of Us Vega,
New Mexico, the'' building of a sidewalk on the East Hide of Seventh
street, between Main street and Lincoln avenue, In the City of Las Vegas, New Mexico, Is necessary, and
Whereas the following named persons own lots and parcels of land in
the City of Las Vegas, County of San
Miguel,
Territory of New Mexico,
along such sidewalk, abutting, adjoin
ing and fronting on tho same, respectively as folhVs,
In the Lorenzo Iopex or ZIon Hill
Addition, Block 15, Lots A BC, owned
by Chas. llfeld, Lots
owned by
Itlchurd Bohrlfich; in the las Vegas
Town Co. Addition, Block 10, Lot 13,
owned by E. J I. Van Orden, the west
end of Lots
owned by

li;i.1KV!,Oi:0.74

avenue, In the city of Las Vegas, New
Mexico, Is necessary nnd
Whereas tho following named persons own lots and parcels of land in
tho City of Las Vegns, County of San
Miguel,
Territory of New Mexico,
along such sidewalk, abutting, adjoining and fronting on the same, respectively as follows,
In the Pablo Ilaca 'Addition. Block
2, Lots
owned by Itoblna J.
Hmlth and others; Lots
owned
by Albert B. Watson.
Now, therefore, be It ordnlned by
tho City Council of the City of Las
Vegas, New Mexico:
Sec. 1. Within thirty days from
tho passage and publication, as
required by law, of this ordinance, the said Hoblna J. Smith and
such other claimants In said lots
In the aforesaid b.ock, and Albert
B. Watson, and each of them shall begin and complete the building of a
sidewalk abutting, adjoining and in
front of said lots, respectively, so
owned by them, as aforesaid, of the
to-wl- t:

22-2-

27-2-

.

22-2-

material called cement, and of the dimensions and in tho manner shown
by, and in accordance with the specifications on file in the office of the
City Clerk of the said City of Las Vegas, New Mexico, and in accordance
with the grade to be obtained from
the City Engineer of said city; or
that the aald owners or any or them
who shall fall to comply with this
ordinance In the building of such side- walk and sidewalks as they are hereby and herein required, be and appear before the said City Council at
8 o'clock p. m. on the 21st day of
June, 1906, at the City Hall of said
there and then to show cause, If
any they have, why the said City
Council should not proceed to have
the said sidewalks built, and a special

ORDINANCE NO. 290.
Bill No. 180.
A Bill, relating to the construction
Veof sidewalks In the City of
gas, New Mexico.
Whereas, in the opinion of the City
Council of the City of Las Vegas,
New Mexico, the building of a side-citBide of Third
wale on the West
street and Grand avenue, between
National avenue and Columbia avenue,
in the City of Las Vegas, New Mex- -

Ls

,
,

DR. H. W. H0UF Osteopathia pbr
Ico, U necessary, and
Whereas tbe following named perhlcUn, office Olney block; boun
sons own lots and parcels of land In
9 to 12; 1:30 to 4; phones, Ui
the City of Las Vegas, County of San
Sunday
Vegas 41, Colorado 175.
Miguel, Territory of New Mexico,
hours
ulonu such sidewalk, abutting, adjoinby appointment.
ing and fronting on the same, respectively as follows,
DENTISTS.
in the San Miguel Town Co. Addiowned by C.
tion. Block ".',), Lots
Dr. E. L. Hammond, Room 7 Crock
L. Harris; Lots 4
owned by Las
ett
building. Hours 8 to 12, and 1:30
ownVegas Savings Bank; Lots
5.
Both phones at office and res
to
In the
ed by Mrs. Huldii Rosenthal,
Block
Idence.
the
said
of
I'hiljlps
Town Co. Addltiou,
30, Ban .Migt-owned by Mary A: Winn;
IjiU
Established 1888
owned by Mrs. Huldii RosenIxjts
to-wl- t:

i,

.

Hearts

of every
Aft due to Indigestion. Nlnsty-nl- n
no hundred people who have heart trouble
can remember when It was simple Indlgse
Hen. It Is a aclentlflo fact that all eases of
heart disease, not organic, are Dot eahr
traceable to, but are the direct result of Indigestion. All food taken Into the stomach
which (alls of perfect digestion ferments and
eweUs the stomach, putting tt upsgalnstthe
heart. This Interferes with the action of
the heart, end la the course of time thst
delicate bul vital organ becomes diseased.
axthn.
nth

I took
no' tt

I Kd MnMek
O.. my
Nrd,
had haul trnuM
(tad tuta
I

Kodol Dytsapata

euri ma.

fat

Car

abOMl

four

Kodol Digests What You Bat
and relieves the stomach of all nervous
strain and the heart of sll pressure.
Btotttei eel?. 1 00 Site ticket 2 4 tiitt tt trial
1

i,a. xhkh

ressree

fc

!!

No,
The Fraternal Brotherhood,
Meeti every Friday night at theii
hall in the Schmidt building, wait
of Fountain square, a 8 o'clock. Visiting members are always welcome,
JAMES N. COOK,

President
O. W. OATCIIELL,

,

Now, therefore, be It ordained by
CHy Council of tbe City of Las

Vegas,

N"ew

Mexico;

Within thirty days from the
pannage and publication, as required
by law, of this ordinance, the said C.
L. Harris, The Las Vegas Savings
Bank,' Mrs. Hulda Rosenthal, Mary A.
Winn, and each of them shall begin
and complete the building of a sidewalk abutting, adjoining and In front
of said lots, respectively, so owned by
them, as aforesaid, of the material
called cement, and, of the dimensions
and In the manner shown by, and In
accordance with the specifications on
file in the office of the City Clerk of
the said City of Us Vegas, New Mexico, and In accordance with the grade
to be obtained from the City Engineer
of said city; or that the said owners
or any of them who shall fail to comply with this ordinance in tho building
of such sidewalk and sidewalks as
they are hereby and herein required,
be and appear before the said City
Council at 8 o'clock p. m. on the 21st
day or June, 1903, at tho City Hall of
ald city, there
and then to show
cause, If any they have, why the said
City Council should not proceed to
have the said sidewalks built, and a
special tax levied against said owners,
as provided by an Act of the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of
New. Mexico, entitled, "An Act to
Authorize the Building and Repair of
Sidewalks in Cities, Towns and Villages," approved March 16, 1899.
Sec. 2. This ordinance Khali take
effect and bo in force from and after
its passage and publication as proSec.

OR. B.

WILLIAMS

M.

J.

Dentist
Bridge St.

Us

.

1.

Vegas, N.

George H. Hunker, Attorney at law
Office, Veeder block, Us Vegas, N
M.

Frank Springer, Attorney at
Otilce In Crockett building,
Vegas, N. M.

harness

maker,

SANTA 112 TIMK TAIILK

law

Lai

E. V. Long, Attorney at law. Office
Wyman block. Las Vegis, N
i

SOCIETIES.

Fur

TrniiH'C'oiitluenta! Tr
Way 12 very Day.

Kiu-l- i

EAST HOUND.
No. 10 Ar .12.55 p. m.
Depart
No. S Ar ... 8:00 p.m.
1
:t
No. 8 Ar
a. in.
Depart
No. 4 Ar ..4:36a. m.
Departs
WEST BOUND
1:3 p. m.
No. I Ar
Depart
6:00 p, in.
No.7Ar
Deiarta
No. 9Ar... &:20p, m.
DepartH
No.8Ar....5:S0a. m. DepurtH

1 :20
p.
U:!ttp,
1 :40 a.
.4:40 a.

m.
m.
m.
m.

.2:00 p.
6:25 p. m

5;40p, m.
6:66 a. m.

No. 2 has Pullman and tourist sleepcars to Chicago, Kansas City and
ing
meets every Monday evening at their
hall, Sixth street. All visiting breth St. Louis, and a Pullman car for Deneras cordially Invited
to attend ver Is added at Trinidad. Arrives at
O. W. Wessel, N. O.; Clark M. Moore,
La Junta 10:20 p. m., connecting with
V. O.; T. M. El wood,
W.
No. 6, leaving La Junta 3:10 a. m., arSec;
Crltes, Treasurer- - C. V. Hedgcock
riving at Pueblo 5:00 a. m., Colorado
cetaetery trustee.
Springs 6:35 a. m., Denver 9:30 a, m.
No. 8 has Pullman and tourist Bleep-lo- g
B. P. O. E., Meets first and third
Monday evenings, each month, at Fra
cars to Chicago and Kansas City.
ternal Brotherhood Hall. Visiting Arrives at La Junta 10:30 a. m., conbrothers are cordially Invited.
necting with No. 603, leaving La Junta
B. D. BLACK, Exalted Ruler. 12:10
p. m., arriving at Pueblo 2:00
T. E. BLAUVELT, Sec.
p. m., Colorado Springs 3:30 p. m.,
Denver 6:00 p. m.
Chapman Lodge, No. 2, A. F. A A. M
No. 10 has Pullman car to Kane
Reguiar communications 1st and 3rd
Thursdays in each month. Visiting Cltj. Makes same connection as
brothers cordially invited. M. R 2. Does the local work Las
Vegas
Williams, V. M.; Charles H. Spor Raton.
leder.
I. O. O. F., Las Vegas
Lodge, No. 4,

vided by law.
Secretary.
Duly passed Jy the City Council of
Rebekah Lodge, I. O. O. F., Meets
Las Vegas, New Mexico, this 24th day
of May, 1905.
second and fourth Thursday evenings
Attest:
F. E. OLNEY,
of each month at the I. O. O. F. halt
CHAS. TAMME,
Mayor. Mrs. Myron L. Wertz, N. G.; Mrs.
City Clerk. '
Augusta O'Malley, V. G.; Mrs. Clara
Bell, secretary; Mrs. Sofle Anderson,
'

Professional Directory.

Jones, Tbe

street

M

ATTORNEYS.

In
M.

h
C.

Bridge

Secretary.

HARNESS.

2--

the

W.

102,

1

thal.

M.;

treasurer.

Eastern Star, Regular communica
tlon second and fourth Thursday even
ings of each month. All visiting broth
HOLT A HOLT,
ers and sisters are cordially .Invited
Architects and Civil Engineers.
Mrs. E. L. Browne, worthy matron'
and
Maps
surveys made, bulldlnr.
and construction work of all klnd S. R. Dearth, W. P.; Mrs. Emms
planned nnd superintended. Offic Benedict, Sec; Mrs. M. A. Howell
Montoya Building, Plaza. Las
Treas.
ARCHITECTS.

Vega-Phon-

94.

Redmen, Meets in Fraternal Broth
erthood hall every Thursday sleer
of each moon at the Seventh Run and
Miss Emma Purnell,
Osteopaths 30th Breath. Visiting chiefs alwayi
physician; office Olney block. Houn welcome to the
F. E
Wigwam.
9 to 12; 1:30 to 4. Phones. Las Ve
gas 41. Colorado 175 Sunday hour? Barnes, Sachem; Tbos. C. Lipsett
Chief of Records.
by appointment
PHYSICIAN.

No. 4 California Limited. Solid Pullman train, with Dining, Buffet and Ob-

servation cars. Unsurpassed equipment and service.
No. 1 has Pullman and tourist sleeping cars for Southern California
points.
No. 7 has Pullman and tourist BleepNorthern California
ing cars for
car for El Paao
Pullman
and
points,
and City of Mexico connection for El
Paso, Demlng, Silver CHy and all
points In Mexico, Southern New Mexico and Arizona.
No". 9, California
Flyer. Otlj S6
h rarg from Chicago.
Has atfco ' M
P oilman car for Southern Caltio Ja
C laches and Chair cars. Pasmx Vra
for Northern California are transferred to No. 7 en route.
No. 3, California Limited has same
equipment at No. 4.

Boin
i
i

PLAZA
l

SOUTH SIDE

The Largest Shoe Department
In

the City.

OLIVER
Typewriter
The Best Typewriter lu the World.
It lia-- i the number of, Parts the
ordinary typewriter has therefore has
i tbe opportunity to pet out of repair
surel- yit writ es more easily-mo- re

Just arrived a swell line of

s

children'stanshoesand oxfords.

Each Oliver

Ribbon

ties

and

Patent

Leather.

5aves If owMOott In one year

THE OPTIC CO.. Lcls Vegas Atfent
Come over and look over
I.STAML1S1I1

1,

li?t.

our line before buying.

.

WeaR

Mr. O. Rnbto. of
trouti! tni Mi In

o'clock N. V. Sund, F.
O. Koogler, Secretary.

8

The

.

i

Fraternal Union of America, Meet
first snd third Tuesday eveninga of
each month m the Fraternal Brother
hood hall, west of Fountain Square, at

sub-divhio-

vided by law.
Duly passed ly the City Council of more clearly than any other tj pewriter.
the City of Las Vegas, New Mexico,
And it will Btatnl five times the Hard work and give Perfect Satisfaction
this 24th day of May, 1900.
5 times as long as tbe Best of all the othertypewr Iters. ,
Atttest: ,
F. E. OLNEY,
It it welcomed by the Operator for It 0M0fl her work and makes it
CHAS. TAMMB,
Mayor.
look
better.
Clerk.
5117
City
ORDINANCE NO. 291.
Bill No. 181.
A Dill, relating to the construction
of sidewalks in tho City of Lis Vegas, New Mexico.
"Whereas in the opinion of the City
Council of the City of Las Vegas,
New Mexico, the building of a sidewalk on the West side of Fifth street,
l

SATURDAY, MAY 27. 1903.

VEQAI DAILY OPTIC.

tor 80

t. O. OawiTT a CO.. CHiCAOO.
unr
at Center

For sale
tore and Winters' Drug

ITIock-T)epo-

t

Co.

THE
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF

LasVegas, New Mexico,
OockcitTBullding. 6th St.

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS. Froid'ent,

Sole Agents for Ultra Shoes, Price $3.50

,

Try a Pair.

A. B. SMITH. Vice PrcsidcrL
E. D. RAYNOLDS, Caihier.
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
A

They arc Good.

A't Chier.

general I'snking business transacted.
Interest psid on time deposits.
Issues'Domestlc and Foreign Eycbange.

a- -,.

iV4Jun vynui w
,

tJXJ'i. n

H

J

MAY 87,

SATCMUV,

1.

LA 9

VtSAt

DAILY OPTIC.

inn a posltlou whhh
bt i ll mentioned.

that lie bad been ilrinkiiin very
t
or H'li
CLASSIFIED-ADVERTISEMENTDruUly for U b'list n
S.
fn nml
days. The deceased Ikim a
In
duUKhier
Conductor Discharged.
living
t'olllngvumd, ().,
Tin' hiihIiu) down ut isleta wv who were telegraphed. Price's daughera I tliys nuo In which u Pullman car ter Is a stenomapher in the railroad
TOR RENT.
containing ix or night piUHengcrK, office In Collingwond.
n 11 side In the
wan turned over
L'Olt KKNT-Mi- xly
fmmh1 room vt it li
1
Imlh. il'J4 Mniu atriH't, Olm Murk from
dllch, was made the subject of an
Fireman Hart ell of the S 7 Is off lmintc"iiiir.
official investigation at Albuquerque, sbk, also Fireman Murphy of the
aud as a consequence a freight con- 75S,
r"uriiihl lmne for li or fl
1JU KKNT Illlltl'llUl
rKKlMIIHlllll'imilll'linitMl
ductor has received bin walking pa0.
Mid.
I ioiniuit. IMiMalllna
A.
pers and another has received a big
Jack McNeill, foreman at the local Uily.
An
huntb of demerit marks.
Santa Fe hlackxmlth Miop, has reKKNT-Kuo- nu
for ln)UHtkiiilntf. ill
freight train was backed Into signed,
IOIt
6 vl
the rear end of the HI Paso passen7
A
liouxc.
room
furuixliM
liKN'l'
lilt
Apger train with th remit above stated. 'diaries Lilly and W. .1. Painter
ply Dill MhIii.
The fireman of the freight, who was have been employed at bmkcincn at
was
Kan.
he
Afterward
Wellington,
alone In the cab, backed up In re- this point.
(ill KKNT- - KurnUhed Ave wiin hou with
ft 6m)
transferred io Chanute as trulnnuistu; sponse to the signal of he conductor
Iwth. Inquire al TIih Optic,
and w.v then appolnteJ ttuperlutend-en- t of anoiher freight, west bound, who
Two new way cars were sent out
WANTED.
A lew under tho rules had no right to give
of tho middle division.
this morning In
of Conductor
years ago he was transferred to Ijis a signal to the engineer of another F. H. Hetiler andcharge
!. YV. Yoakam.
ANTKD A oook, apply to Min. A. U.
Vegas a5 superintendent of the New train.
IIIKKIIM.
Mexico division,
whk'j miule the
Ed. Heldel Is now doing the lantern
second time he occupied tlmt rw'
Advance Sale Large.
act as night caller at tho round house, WANTKD An expwWwiM irnral limine
tlon.
Mr
H, W.Ormmu, 10?ib
Wednesday was the opening day while James Young routs the boys utroot.
t TO
His appointment which goes In for tho special rate tickets to Port- out in
time.
i
day
effect on tho first of the month, land, Ore., and from the number who
A until of iroofl mlilri
TANTK1
and
takes him back to the middle divis- purchased, it is apparent that tho
VV
tMiiicHtlim us iimimuxr fur um of tlm
George Sells has received Htroiiif
old lino l.lfH tnnuifiui'ft eoniNinlin for
ion at Newton, Kan., for the Hecond passenger traffic to the Pacific coast hisEngineer
first regular assignment to an Now Mi'Xiro. Aililriw with
Dr. M,
tlmo.
will be heavier than anticipated. One
the 817. while Engineer M. iMllllimn. I.IM Veif;w, N. M or P, O. liox,
engine,
U.14, iKiuver.Colo.
,VH7
E. Raymond, who becomes super- of the Kansas City ticket agents, tn Wright takes the 719 regularly.
intendent ol tho Illinois division, be- speaking of this, said to a Journal
1'onttimi an HtonoKi-nphot.y
Mrs. Hastings, operator at OJIta, WANTKIl litdy. Ait'lrcM I., rure Opt
gan his service with the Santa Fe reporter: "It Indicates that this part
It'
about fifteen years ago as section of the country is exceptionally pros- was In the city yesterday, probably
we
men
had
come
In
perous,
hero
division
on
at
middle
the
foreman
on matters being considered at the
llixikkwiitir mul Mi'iiotirsplior
WANTKD poMltlon.
today from little towns out In Kan- division superintendent's office.
Newton. He was promoted to
Aililn'iw V. H. curt'
iU-and was later transferred to sas who are going to Portland and
Opt In.
the old Chicago division .as general take their whole families with th-'tUy
a
Conductor
In
Sam
Bowen
small
been
hotel
7ANTKI-has
Uvly, plncn
roadmaster. After a few years on It Is a big advertisement for the granted a thirty-daW otii rontauraiit h nook. Aildrt I,, It,
will
and
furlough
a.
of
state
cart' Opt
y
their finances that they nre
the old Chicago division, he was made
likely submit tt, a surgical operation
trainmaster at Wellington, and was able to do this."
In the railroad hospital at
FOR 8ALE.
later transferred to Chanute as trainmaster. He was later mado assistant
Switchman Sues.
Louis Ruttron. formerly a switchsuperintendent of the Southern KanjYjK SAI.K A Haddlfl hor-- e ami a combinaKnglnrcr Williams left today for
tion tatliileaixldrivHiK hot. Ml, National
sas division at Chanute, and now be- man at Santa Rosa,
N. M., Is the Independence,
to
attend court
Kas.,
Mum
comes superintendent of the Illinois plaintiff In a
damage suit which came as a witness for the Santa Fe comdivision.
up before Judge Goggin In the Forty-firs- t pany In a case docketed there for F'OH HAt.K White Wyandotte rhick. Var.l-- l
4Kk
Htork 1&! each. OutniflH
eaeh.
district court at El Paso. The trial.
Charles Russell has been with the
Can hHHhliiHHl MM milm. Wrlto Mr. M. K.
Santa Fe about three years, having E. P. & N. E. etal.. Is made defendant
.lohnmiti, MelVHi'n. Kanx, Bl lort. Inference
come to this company from the In the case. Buttron asks for damConductor .1. M. l.esenev, will resume Mrs. Frank KlomxrrHlt. Hll .Ini Ht , I a
Northern Pacific. He lias been su- ages to the amount of $25,000 on ac- his passenger run on No. 8 tonight, N. M. Vran I'hom S'i- Cah with orUr.
perintendent of the Illinois division count of injuries received while work-in- relieving Conductor O. 11. Ixodes, I70K 8AI,K Two pli'fi-Ho- f htiMlnms
all the time since he began service
as a switchman at Santa Rosa who has been doing duty in his V brlnitlmr kkjU uicoiiih, very cheapproperty,
(kmI
with the Santa Fe, and he has now during March, 1904.
reason tor sflllnK. lniuir of Dr. B M. WilMessrs. J. F. stead.
,
liams.
been promoted to the superinrendency Lynch. T. D. Owen, Joe Murphy and
of the New Mexico division.
Frank Harper and wife arrived in
Division Foreman It. D. Gibobns has
10R HAl.K OR IlKNT-T- he
El Dorado Hotol
El Paso from Santa Rosa as wltnwse.i been
lnnulro of Ow ner W'i Kailroail avenue.
a leave of absence and
granted
in the case.
will take a vacation trip of indefinite
Will Not Return to the Santa Fe.
duration. His place will be filled tem- 17 OR SAfjtt Cheap plueton in flood order,
Paul Morton, secretary of the navy,
Advertising Folders.
porarily by Jack Record, round house F ctKjiiH'e L. V. phone Jitt, 1), Intermix.
will not return to the Santa Fe road.
U. W. Curtis, southwestern freight foreman .
This statement has official sanction.
L'OU hALE Cheap, a koih! kltcheu rnniju.
For some time there has been a tu- and passenger agent of the Texas &
r lllu Lincoln avenue.
i lb
Fireman Jerry Duval! has been asmor that he would return to the Santa Pacific at El Paso, has received a lot
Fe as president, Mr. Ripley desir- of folders advertising Mineral Wells, signed regularly to passenger engine
a National Keter, an-li'OR HAUC-fhe- ap,
the famous Texas health, resort,
5 11
1224 with
ply The Wnmrk.
Pat Boyle. The
ing to retire on account of falling
the young man Engineer
a nephew of 'David
health. On Wednesday, Mr. Ripley most on his line. The folder Is concomplete one ever issued
LOST.
Sulier. late road foreman of engines'
declared positively that there would
be no change in the, presidency of the cerning the Texas health resort, and on the north end, now residing in
road and said that if Mr. Morton re- contains a srplendid bird's eye view of Los Angeles, Cal.
LOHT-- A lady's watch on National or Fifth
for return to qll National.
place; also the famous T. & P.
turned tt would be to fill his old the
club and an illustration of every
of
second
vice
head-enAn ..investigation" of the
position
president.
place and point of Interest in and collision
at OJita was on the carpet
Secretary Morton declared that he near
town.
that
would not resume his former posiin Supt. F. J. Easley's office yestertion. This was taken as a direct way
day afternoon, with the result that
of declaring that he had no intention
Shopman Dead.
Engineer C. H. Favorite will retire
Ala
in
the
foreman
Robert
of again becoming
Price,
connected with j
to his farm In Missouri and live one A word to the wise is sufficient. If you
the Santa Fe road. From another buquerque shops, died at his room in of the most Independent lives known are weak and delicate or in need of a
tonic for your various organs try
source it was learned beyond ques-- ! the Ruby rooming house. It is thought to mankind.
.
Hot tetter's Stomach Bitters. Thoustion. that, the secretary is now ser-- ' that his death was directly due. to the
and! of women all over the world
PROVERBS ABOUT CZARS.
acknowledge it to be the best woman's
medicine before the public and that It
A czar tn the desert is only a man.
positively cures Backache, Sick or
The czar himself can get muddy if Nervous Headache, Cramps, Dizziness,
be steps in the mud.
Fainting 8pell, Sleeplessness,
or
Indigestion,
Dyspepsia
Even the crown of the czar cannot
Kidney Troubles.
cure headache.
The czar's crows cannot have nioro
than two horns.
A drop of water in the eye of the
STOMACH
czar costs the country a great many

THE SHIFTING OF DIVISION
SUPERINTENDENTS ON THE
SANTA FE SYSTEM

lously

Im.i tint

oiihMi

I

(;u;t

hitherto

Montezuma

m

1

-

Changes Made Necessary by the Promotion of F.
0. Fox. Charles Russell Who Comes to Las
Vegas is From Northern Pacific.

east-boun-

lanch Resort
The Best of

d

Everything
$10 PER WEEK AND

b--

Announcement Uaa been mado from
the office of General Manager J. E.
Hurley, of the Santa Fe, of tho
changes In division superintendents
made necessary by the promotion of
Superintendent F. C. Fox, from tho
middle dlvlHlnn at Newton to be general superintendent of the western
grand division at La Junta.
F. J. Eusley. of Las Vegas, superintendent of the New Mexico division,
has been appointed superintendent of
the middle division at Newton to

d

cue-cee-

F. C. Fox.

Charles Russell, of Chllllcotho, III.,
superintendent of the Illinois division, has been promoted to be super
tntendent of the New Mexico division, to Buceeod Mr. Easley at Los

Vegas.
E. Raymond, assistant superintendent of the Southern Kansas division
at. Chanute, has been promoted 'o be
superintendent of the Illinois division
at Chllllcothe to succeed Mr. Russell.
No announcements are ready

the appointment of an

as-

sistant superintendent at Chanute.

The changes outlined above will go
Into effect on June 1.
The circulars announcing these'
changes will be Issued in a few days'.
They will be signed by Oeneral Superintendents Cain and Fox, under the
approval of General Manager Hurley.
F. J. Easley has been in the service of the Santa Fe for about twenty-fivyears. Like many other Santa
Fe men who have climbed to the
highest rungs of the ladder on that
road, he began his railroad career In
an humble position. He began a3 a
brakeman on the Rio Grande division,
and was afterward made a conductor. During his service as a trainman he learned telegraphy and lie
was subsequently made a dispatcher
on the New Mexico division.
He was later made chief dispatcher
on the Rio Grande division and was
still later promoted to be trainmaster
of the division. When a vacancv oc
curred In the quperlntewlency cn the
division
he was selected tor the
e

.

place.

Shortly after being made superintendent of the division he decidi.1 to
go to iCld Mexico and was connected
with the Mexican Central railroad
superintendent of terminals at
Tam-plc-

year or ro later he decided to return to the Santa Fe and went oack
to the company as trVrmaster at
A

r

road-maste-

r,

Your choice of

Dr. Farmer

to

0

11

a.m.

2to3;.Kpui.

..THE..
WIUIAM VAUSIZI'

car Appoixnsstn

AcxssnABiE ouisnzi
OOMTEOUJ ATTENTION

SANTA FE,

- N,tJJ.

y

Houses For R.ertt.
915 Tlhlen Ave.,
1108 National Ave.,
913 Columbia Ave.,
133 RaUroad Ave.,

house.

house.
hOMS

bourn

6--

g

6--

V
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LADIES'

Da lance

May

ny Silk Shirt Waist

Suit in the store

J

MHWttr.l

l

are recorded here and no disappointment a.weJts
those who come to accept the offered Price Saving

tho
for
of

I)r

W

Important Economy Events
Special

UP.

City Officti Room 20 Crockett Build.n

Ladies'
Spool a I In
Suits

Vaob

$1.50 to $5.50

Ladies' VJaioto at Halt and

Ono- -

Prico

Lot after lot at the most sensational reductions; Lawns, Percales,
Dimities, Silks, etc. Plenty of whites, also dotted, figured, striped, etc.,
new sleeves, fancy fronts lace and embroidery trimmed and hemstitched,
waists worth up to 4.00 and even $5.00, and all at prices that make them
without doubt the waist bargain of the season.

handkerchiefs.
When the czar makes you a present
of an egg he expects of you a ben.
The czar can disturb the earth, bat
be cannot move it from its axis.
The czar knows not misery because

be does not live in a cabin.
The arm of the czar is Ion?, but it
cannot reach to the sky.
The voice of the czar bus an echo
even when there are no mountains.
The ukases of the czar are worth
nothing if fJod says not "Amen."
The horse which has ouce been
mounted by the czar neighs continually.

THE

Went National

8tret,

One-ha- lf

bUok west

of the P'.azu

HARRIS

Real Estate

Company
613 DOU1LAS AVENUE.

Harvey's Lower Ranch
Can feed all those who
drive out, and oare for
a limited number of
boarders. On or before the rtrse of June

Latest Style Dressmaking The
Agent for
Pictorial Review Patterns.

BARGAIN

Good business, easy to manage, fin
stock of goods' In good location. Call
and Investigate.

nRS. H. fl. RAINEY,

And Ladies Tailoring.

AT A

try properties.

Cost-Ivenes- s,

HOSTETTER'S

SALE

Ranch, 160 acres, on Upper Picoi
River, 15 wlleg from Rowe, on th
100 acres clear, 69
scenic road.
acreg good timber, plenty of "vater,
'
good house and barn.
Ranch, 160 acres, 12 acres In alfalfa
house, barn, good corrals and
chicken house. To bt.'oia In tn
next thirty days
Also desirable lots and city and coun-

BITTERS

This is a great bargain offer. Every
suit reduced, every one the latest style

at $15.00

FOR

Mountain

V- -

Ranch

will be opened for
guests. The Mountain
Ranch ia for sale. Telephone

Harvey's Ranch

.
Dress In Japaa.
Between the sexes in Japan there ia
very little difference in the malu features of dress, ond little children art '
"
only beautiful little miniatures of their
parents, more gayly and richly dressed.
Under his kimono a man of the upper
class wears a sort of kilted divided
skirt, something approaching the nature of trousprs. This Is called the
"hakama" and is always made of stiff
silk. A woman wears instead an under kimono Both sexes wear two e MOTEL KtOamaO. AT HraomaO BCUiM. Oai-On- nof
tha Ura-- t and (wt on th
lawna and aluulu, kpt rpn all the year. For you
coaMt, with U: aeriw it
aprons round the loins, called Califortna
New Mi'Xican. a rhanira to cool, alt air. one hour'a runs from l.f
Antr.tip. eiwwin cars
"kosbi makl." and fl sort of shirt called lavin(f
JOHM H. WOOLIACOTT.
3lmlnui.
narrow
sash
the "suso yoke." The
worn by a man Is not an Item of great
Importance, for. although it is always
DC
3C
made of rich silk. It is not so much for
how as for use, to keep the kimono in
pluce.

ip

lit-IJ-

Groat Solo of Walking and
Dross Skirts
They come in Voiles, Fancy Worsted,
Sicilians, every one the latest style; will

be sold

at a discount

of

333 per cent

rt',

Specials In Hosiery
Our sale in open work stockings is still
35c

on 2 pair, for

Just received a lot of Fancy Lace Hose
in all colors

35c, 50c and 65c

Embroidered Waist Patterns Tho Shoo of Today The Glb
son Olrl
at Half Price
By a fortunate purchase we secured a
large quantity of Fine Embroidered Waist
made. They
Patterns that are
come in a large variety of patterns and
designs; made to sell at $1.50 each, on sale
while thej last

Don't purchase your spring footwear
until you have seen the new effects in
Gibson Girl shoes. This season's showing

$1,00

$2.50.

bea-tiful-

ly

10

surpasses all previous ones.
in black and tan,

For Oxford's

A

Clrla and the Old SrliooU.
ruling for n New Haven school

made In PW4 reads. "And all girls be
excluded as Improper and Inconsistent
with such a grammar school as ye law
Jnjojns and is the designe of this settlement." One Benjamin Mudge, n
New England s hoolnmster of ninny
years' servlee, lias left the following
Interesting memorandum: "In all my
ended in 1S01, I
school days, whh-never saw but three females In public
schools in my life, and they were only
in the afternoon to learn to write"
Mr. Modge neglects to say, however,
that the girls were permitted not only
to the writing lessons, but they were
also privileged to attend the general

To the Eaat

There I no Route More Smthfmotory
Than the Burlington
Its splendid trains, equipped with every modern contrivance for
3omfort move over its own rails on fast schedules from Denver
to Omaha, Kansas City, St. Joseph, and to the great eastern gate
ways, Chicago arid Ht. Louis, where passengers may connect with
the best trains of principal eastern railroads. If you will let me
know where you wish to go, I will furnish you a sample itinerary
showing the complete schedule, connections and rates. '
The Burlln(ft)n caters to Timtltt
travel anil get It.

annual caterhlslng.
Poet or Oraaa rlaor.
"I sometimes feel." bitterly confided
the wife of the great poet to her sister, "that I would have leen happier
with en organ grinder. Then we could
at least pass the hat around unabashed. The pride that goes with great
gifts too often walks bind In hand
with starvation to satisfy an ordinary
woman." New Orleans

lililillipil

lite

J. F. VALLERY, General Agtnt,
1039 Stvmtccnth St.,
Denver.

i
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Inevtr Jillls off (he "knockers." They
ire a hug lived nice. Hut if jmllclou-I

:

ESTABLISHED

and vigorously resorted to, ll does
nave me mioci n anuung me nuisance by Hlletulng the
pessimistic
ly

1879.

PUBLISHIOBY

THE OPTIC COMPANY

Gibcon

tongueM.

The citizen that does not believe

In I.ng Vcgns. who I unwilling to do
his part In building up tho city and advancing Us Interest Is, without ques-

tion, a public nulKanco and the sooner
at Lai Vegiu ho Is
suppressed the better for himmultrr.
i tffond-rlaself am the community.
Is pregnant with goldves GRAHAM McNARY. Editor, enThe presentNow
is the time for the
promise.
most vigorous boosting. And wo need
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
more of tho spirit, of lusting and earnest enthuslusm about Las Vegas. One
ltKI.IVk.KMi IIV ( AHItll.lt OH MAIL is
tempted to believe that I.as Vegas'
IN AllVANCK
worst fault worse even than her Infrequent "knocking" Is her tendency
Jan KWk
rti.
One Mimlli ...
e
to apathy. Whether It bo a church
Tlirt- - Miiiiln
or a race meet, a call for a citil
IMi
M'iiiMin
T VI
on Yur
zens' meeting to discuss an Important
subject, a lecture, an evangelistic service or a club meeting, tho majority
The Wrckly Otlo.
.90 are apt to stay In the background,
.
Vmr
l
1 U0
M'tntho .
to let others do the work, to let others
furnish the supimrt.
SATURDAY, MAY 27, lioS.
A good many of us have been Inclined to "roust" the "knocker." And
he needs It.. Hut It's a fact, nevertheAND APATHETIC8.
''KNOCKERS"
No clly of the wcmI Iihh more favor- less, that apathy will kill a town
able condltloDi and a more encourag- quicker than "knocking." The latter
ing outlook than La Vegan at tbo crime at least stirs up the boosters
to more vigorous action, and sooner or
present time.
later
brings its own punishment.
Our mechanics, our builders, our
We need moro enthusiasm much
farmers and all elates of citizens more.
Whatever tho city undertakes
who ' toil are buoy and doing well.
to
be given hearty support be- ought
There have never ben more people cause
is
a city or enterprise.
ii
employed in the city than at preitfnt.
We need more conviction that Las
cannot
which
Important enterprises
is what we say it Is; that It has
fall to be of infinite benefit to the city, Vegas
those
that we say It has.
advantages
are already under way or assured for We need
that enthusiastic loyalty that
the near future.
will Impress the newcomer with the
By advantageous Ipcatlon, by nat- reality of our hopes and ambitions.
ural resources, by aubatantlal growth
Wo are
In this respect,
already attained Las Vegas baa prom- but until Improving
ise of becoming one of the greatest newcomer quite recently at least, the
was apt to get a chill when
cltlea of the west.
he talked with Ijih Vegans about Las
Las Vegas has many energetic, Vegas. Too
many citizens have been
loyal and
citizens that are too well satisfied
with themselves
making the must of the present oppor- and their prospect to care much
tunities and endeavoring to Inspire whether
new
or any
others with the name loyalty and con- new peopleanycame to enterprise
the
city.
fidence. And the number of optimisThe spirit Ih
rapidly. Hut
tic, loyal citizens has been increasing let everybody changing
who has any regard
of lute t a gratifying rate.
for the future guard
against any
But Las Vegas has no room for any lapse Into the apathy which
has unof the
carping, pessimis- doubtedly existed In too large a meastic Bort of Individual who appears to ure.
clst only for the purpose of dousing Now Is the time to Improve along
cold water upon every project mooted
every line. Las Vegas ought to enjoy
for the public benefit.
a period of
unprecedented enthusiasm,
Such persons, unfortunately, exist
hverybody but perhaps the specimen
la all communities, anu we have one or of
the
with tho instincts
two loft here. Tho reservoir boosters n the genus homo
mole, feels better when the
tiicountered
the
sanitarium town Is Improving, when new enterthem,
pushers encountered them, and more prises are being
promoted, when peorecently the promoters of the Juno ple are coming and
going, and this Is
race meet have encountered them.
true whether one's own prospects hapWe may bless our stars they are so pen to be belter
or not.
few, but they are hero and, doubtGeneral conditions are
ripe for a
less, they Intend to stay. Their liver
advance movement.
But tho
Is so constituted and their spleen so great
movement depends, not upon our
ordered that they must look at life
and our natural adwherever it throbs past them with vantages,prospects
but upon ourselves.
gloomy visage,
One optimistic citizen told The Op-ti- c
There Is one sort of "knocking"
that Las Vegas would
that Is usefuj and that Is "knocking haveyesterday
25,000 people within three years.
knockers' Las Vegas does not Beem We can have that
to have acquired sufficient expertness upon ourselves. number. It depends
Here are the essen-

BOOST FOR THE BEST CITY IN
BOOST.

Subscribe to the above conditions of
tho quarter of a century club and you
are eligible to membership.
A NARROW VIEW.

We're a good republican, but It
makes us laugh to read tho republican platform adopted In the recent
Ohio convention. "We commend tho
action of tho republican" congress In
its attitude on the rate quosuon";
"wo commend the action of the republican president"; "wo are willing to
accept any rate legislation that the
republican president and administration sees fit,' etc., etc. There are a
good many republicans In this country that realize that the rate question
Is bigger than the republican party;
that It la, In fact, not a party question at all; that tho opponents of rate
revision are actuated by Interests
much more Important to them than
party, and that our republican president is having quite as much trouble
with some of his friends as with some
of his enemies, the democrats In congress. And it might have been wise
had the Ohio republicans, before endorsing tho attitude of the republican
congress, made a reservation that
might have been made to apply to tho
senate.
i
It might lust ns well be realized
that the rate question, the question
of monopolies and overgrown trusts,
cannot be settled on party lines. In
congress and out. of congress thcro
will for many years be representIn the
atives of private Interests.
fight against, unjust rates and mon-- I
opolles, champions
must be taken
from all parties and all classes of peo-- ;
pie. President Roosevelt thoroughly
realizes this and other republicans
wno ryor rate revision and the suppression of monopolies might as well
realize It, too Theodore Roosevelt, is
inot attacking the rate question as a
He is attacking It as a
republican.
j president of all the people.

Yogas

for this stort when you want straight
values, There is always smooth sailing
here for the purchaser of

JEWELRY

No rocks of high Prices -- no shallow
waters of poor quality.
Here is a stock of goods for which we
feel justified in claiming everything.
It is new, the things are handsome, very
serviceable and not at all high priced.

Robert

JEWELER AND OPTICIAN,
606 Douglas Avenue, Las Vegas, N. M.

new.

VOIR ATTEATIOA

The railroad story told in The Optic
today is a scoop. It is authoritatively
true and it has not been published in
any other paper In this country. The
official announcement of the company
as to their plans will follow before
long.

Ml

IMIVlV
lii 11111

Mrs. Standish has secured
a

first-clas-

s

dressmaker from

The pluns announced In The Optic
today looking toward the build Inc nf New York, and will guarmany more Lag Vegas houses will
mean much to the development of the
antee the best styles and fit
city if carried out. And every Indication Is that t hey will be thoroughly
in Ladies' tailor-mad- e
suits
:

and all the latest costumes.

B. P. O. E. Notice.

The officers and member
f Too
Vegas lodge of Elks are hereby re-- ! Also just received a fine line
iuuhiu to do at the lodge room on
Sunday, May 28, at 10:30 a. m. for of comely hats from New
the purpose of attending Memorial
services In conjunction with the O. York.
A. R. Also to be at lodge room Tuesday, May 30, at 1 p. m., for the purpose of attending Decoration Day
ceremonies.
B. D. BLACK,

518 DOUGLAS AVE.

E R.

THOS. E. BLAUVELT.

SorrMnrv

tPSsmc
number of votes.

greatest

THE VOTE TO DATE STANDS AS FOLLOWS:

'"" "
,

Kllfs....

"'.

Y. M C.

A....,
Clerks' Union.
Public Library ...

(Qrconborgor

Catholic Church
Temple Aid.

For

LadieV Home,

aSlothoo.

.

.'.

.

..........

St. Anthony's Sanitarium
Christian Brothers ....

This Piano is on exhibition at
WARING'S, 519

6th

St.

O.

L GREGORY QP&RLESSER

Also a full line of the celt brat- -

SHOE

ed McKinley 10c Music on sale.

LAS VEGAS
STEAM
LAUNDRY.
ONLY

BACHARACH
DEALERS

THE

It Hot,

F. J. GEHRIG
General

BROS.
IN

DO YOU EAT

BEST IN MEATS.

DEAL ICR

CO.

Gonoral - Merchandise

TURNER
KEEPS

Barber.

i::

Hardware.

ct tho
BISrjJARK?
WHY HOT,

It'm

Om.

G D. Boucher
Grocer,

Goods,

Picture

Dloyolas,

Framings'

All kinds of repairs.
The BEST PLAGE In the olty.

2,522

..1,617
..1,581

.

508 Douglas Ave. Next to
Taupert's. Fo r Sporting

Cooley Stables and
.

.

......

BIHL

7.

To the Organization
receiving the
Fr.itern.tl Brotherhood

Taupert,

BROADWAY HOTEL

i

mm

413"0olo, 247

Every Las Vegan ought to back the J. It. H&nkla
J. R.. McCloory
race meet by buying a season ticket. Etiropan
Popular
Rata
They are on sale at, many stores at
the low price of two aollar.i
429 South Broadway, Lot Angelas
Located upon the city's most baautlful and Artistically llshtod throughfair
The live stock feature of tha next
territorial fair promises to be a drawing card. One of its greatest claims
to distinction is that it Is
something

I

THE RIGHT OF WAY.
The evangelistic services which are
in progress In the opera house should
receive more hearty support from tho
people the coming week than they
have In the week Just closing. The
attendance for the past, four nights
has not been encouraging to those
who are directing this work.
The
hours of the me'etlng and of the carnival have unfortunately been in conflict and the attendance at the evngel-isti- s
services has apparently suffered
In consequence.
The discussion of
matters of eternal significance could,
possibly, not be expected to rival In

STEER

up Both Phono.

Interest the feats and freaks which
have been on exhibition at the carnival. However, for the coming week
there will bo no conflict. The carnival
Js over, and the evangelistic services
seem to have a clear field.
Tbey
should be given the "right of way"
for tho next seven days. This much
at least would bo granted for a race
meet, a baso ball tournament, or any
featuro for public' amusement. Why
not then this effort for the moral und
spiritual benefit of the public?
The ministers and Christian people
who have arranged for this series
of
have
been
meetings
moved by no selfish Interests. Their
sole desire Is to do good to the people
of this community. They are moved
moby tho purest of humanitarian
tives. They have secured a' man of
power as a speaker and spiritual worker. It can do no citizen of Las Vegas, be ho the best or worst, any
harm to attend. And It Is reasonably
safe to say that every man, woman or
child who comes to hear Dr. Smiley
will be the better for having heard
him. The opera
house should be
filled to overflowing during the remainder of the Smiley meetings.

j

BOOST.

i

Omll

j

la this useful art. Other cities have tials:
"Knocking"

"

THE WEST.

fault-findin-

admirably.

"KNOCK-KltH.-

WAKE UI THOROUGHLY.
BUT
ON
YOUR
BRIGHTLoT

iter-vic-

succeeded

Soitz.

LTULLrUUUUi aa

SUITRESS THE PESSIMISTS.

u

far-seein- g

&

"KNOCK" TI1U PUBLIC

nt iht puttojjii

Hub-m-

MAY 27, 1005,

SATURDAY

900
338
269
84
54
58
243

.

uvery reed and

Carriage Repository.
Sale St tbles.

Bath

f.7ro.

CJ. ELY
iMLuticnr.
Em

MbAMSloo.

i

H. G.COORS

STIRRAT
For

First-Cl- as

STUDIO,

and Kodak Work.

LumberandCoal.

WANTED!
A chance to show vou how I

RUSSELL & LEWIS
Tailors, Clothicro
ond Furnishers,

LAS VEGAS CIGAR GO.

AC.

LEtlMANN

'

lohaooo and SmokerArtlole
Call at 824 SIXTH ST.,

P. Kiaokel, Prop.

The Undertaker.

Cut Flowers.

BAKER.

Picture Framing

Daihts to be oast at this LORENZEN
Comtast do not bar csGiast
The Blacksmith
ezta from other oontasts.

Both

men's and women's.

FURr.lAtJ.
609 Douglas.
ARCADE . CLl'B . SALOON,

The W. M. LEWIS CO.

THE

Views

Photographs,

For All leading Brands of Olgart, Press and
Repair clothes.

IB LimOOtM

Phone

15.

Charles Coe, Proprietor.
FINE

WINES

LIQUOW

AND

CHARS

ANTLERS CLUD SALOON,
OHAKDOtS A OO., PftOPRIUORS.

FINE WINES, LIQUOR
AND CIGARS.

I.
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Slaves to Spring Catarrh Restored to Health

by

Pe-rao-m- ia.

SPRING THE TiriE TO CURE CATARRH.
Invigorates Mind and Body.

Peru-n- a

North Carolina
linn. Wm, (I. Hunter,
LeKlature, write from the I'tmou utlict) liullittiiKi

1. l'

WHhhllltf toll,

tttf

follow

t

medicine
Thoi:reaut family
come from

my opluion, which

over dlxcovered, In

experience

a

well

Takes Pe ru na Every Sprint

MUs Tilly Mars, 421 11th St., Milwaukee, Wli,
" 1 am uleaxed to endorse IVruna, aa I found it
verv .ililent In rltlil nir mv y.tem of a .ever, cold
ami catarrhal trouble, after Iliad tried many oth
remedies without getting roller.
1 took IVruna fur two weeks, when I was much
tatter, and in two weeks1 more 1 was entirely rtd of
shall take it every spring ai
tiie cold and catarrh.
atonto, an 1 foumt that it made lue much bettor la

IVruna,
asi'ervatlun,iH
Tlio most common ailllctlon to humankind it a
tad cold, l'uruna drive it out of lorn, ward off
catarrh, Invigorate ami gives fresh strength to
mind and Univ. 1 five i'cruuu my
U. lluuter.
every
unquallileden-doremout.MW-

way."-Tl-

?HM
Ifepll!

jW

liMSSjli
WmW
f

mum

Mari,

lly

L$

5

IN
hit

LYDIA

MiT,vdia Heriitrer.drand Recorder

of Ameri

can Daughters .of Independence, writes from
Noons n, Wis., as follow:

Massachusetts
a follow t

4

have used Peruna now for tour years, each
Spring and Fall, and It keeps me perfectly well
and strung.
' am able to continue working and do not
have to take a three months' rest, as I used to
do every year. This Is a great comfort to me,
as I was not able to afford such a long rest.
"I find that It Is a great preventative forcolds
and coughs and soon rids the system of all disease and Is an admirable medicine. I can hon
estly endorse It." Lydla Herzlg..

m

remedy for catarrh.
"Every spring that dreaded disease will show
up In my family and we always turn Instinctively to Peruna to ward It off.
"It has never yet failed, and I never lose an
opportunity of recommending It to my friends. "
James A. Moody.

MISS

HON.

TILLY
MARX

VJm.C

flUNTuri

Mrs. Winnifred Power, an artist, who, spring weather. This renders medi- A Typical Case.
in a recent letter from 210 7th tit., Port- cines more effective.
Geo. M. Fillmore, late 1st Lieut. 8rd
Peruna meets every indication and land, Ore., says:
Almost every one has come to believe
A short course of Peruna, assisted by U. S.
Artillery, writes from WK L St., N.
to
deproves itself to be perfectly adapted
of spring, will cure old,
air
the
that spring is a season that brings
balmy
a
word
to
'lam
good
speak
W.,
pleased
Washington, D. C, as follows:
rangements of the body dependent on all their varied peculiarities. Peruna for Peruna, as I found It an excellent stubborn casea of catarrh that have rethe
'I brought forward from winter into
invigorates the system, rejuvenates
blood impurities.
tonic and spring medicine and very ef- sisted treatment for years.
spring a sickening case of catarrh which
This belief is an old one, la nearly uni- feelings, restores the normal appetite fective in ridding the system of cold A Word of Advice.
and procures regular sleep.
was making existence miserable for me,
and catarrh.
versal, and has arisen, not as the result
afflicted
with
been
was
those
To
have
who
until
I was Induced to try a bottle of
two
'About
years ago my system
of the teachings of the medical frater- Do Not Delay.
the
to
we
that
wish
chronic
Peruna.
catarrh
and
I
down
run
say
all
the
in
bitter
thought
the
in
learned
been
lias
spring
nity, but
Get a bottle of Peruna when the first 1 would try and see if Peruna would be spring soason affords you a splendid op"An immediate improvement gave me
school of experience.
languid feelings make themselves ap- of any assistance in bringing back my portunity to get rid of your disease.
hope, if not relief. 1 kept up taking PeNervous Depression.
It may be you have been afflicted for runa and it has so strengthened and reparent in the spring. Take it according health and strength.
to the directions on the bottle. Conlieved me that I am now confident of a
"I found that it was splendid and all several years; you may have tried difDepression of the nervous system at
first
the
treatment
this
tinue
through
source
a
the medicine that I needed. In a little ferent remedies. Perhaps you have be cure. I heartily endorse Peruna for ca
the approach of spring is fertile
months of spring.
,
tarrhal affections and as a tonic for their
over a month Ijwas well and did not come discouraged.
of blood imparities.
v
no
is
course
treatment
of
This
experi- need to take any more medicine.
There are general lassitude.d ull, heavy
weakening effects." Geo. M. Fillmore.
Your Opportunity.
Is
Now
one
Sensations, continual tired feelings, with ment; it is as positive in its results as
to
In
"I shall recommend it every
A short course of Peruna now will
This failure was during ' the winter
Irregular appetite, and sometimes loss any fact of science can be.
need of a tonic, and know that 1 have
be
just In time. During the month of
now
is
But
months.
yonr opportunity.
of sleep.
A Spring Tonic
only to take a few doses of Peruna when Nature cornea to your assistance at thia April you will find the strategic time to
I take a cold and I will soon be over it." season.
rid yourself of chronic catarrh, one of
That Tired Feeling.
Almost everybody needs a tonic in the
Winnifred Power.
the most persistent, stubborn disease
will
Just help her a little and she
That tired feeling, which is the nat- spring. Something to brace the nerves,
In the whole list of human ailments.
In
Assistance.
which
Nature's
of
the
out
cleanse
quagmire
the
bring you
ural result of the depressing effect of invigorate the brain, and
it you will say
warm weather immediately after the blood. That Peruna will do this ia beSpring is the best time to treat ca- yon have been floundering so long. Givea After you have triedthe
best spring
is
Peruna
atrng-sleher
lest
a
assistance
little
positively
renews
Nature
Nature
herself
tarrh.
who
has
every
Invigorating, cold of. winter, quickly yond all question. Everyone
medicine you have aver used
be in vain.
whinu Peruna is taken
tried it has had the same experience aa spring. The system ia reiuvenated bv
,

disappears

arrived in Silver City from Washington and left for the Stevens ranch,
above Fort Bayard, where they will
at once Inaugurate the work of establishing a forest tree nursery, the obthe section of
ject being to
country lying adjacent to the Fort
The
Bayard military reservation.
gentlemen in charge will plant 400
pounds of western yellow pine seed,
which is expected to produce some
8,000,000 seedlings. As soon as these
seedlings attain sufficient growth,
which requires three years, they will
be set out around the country.

act, the secretary holds that all right
to make lieu selections passed March
3 last, and local land officers are ad
vised that they are without authority
to grant relinquishment of lands withdate and
EVENT. Gordon in forest reserves after that
MATRIMONIAL
allow selection of other lands in exGypsy Williamson
Gray and Miss
therefor.
were married at Lincoln, Judge Wil- change
liam Brady performing the ceremony.
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES.
These young people are well and favorably known in Capitan, and the The ninth annual commencement of
News joins' tbeir friends in wishing the Gallup high school will be held
In the opera bouse on Friday evening,
them a long, happy life.
June 2, at 8:30 o'clock. In addition
4
MIND UNBALANCED. Mrs. Ella to the regular program prepared for
the occasion, Hiram Hadley, terriShedlosky was brought to Capitan
Infrom Carrizozo and taken to Lincoln torial superintendent of public
will
and
will
be
present
struction,
In
the
'
by deputy Powell and placed
Rev. George
deliver an address.
custody of the sheriff. Her mind is Juillard will deliver a baccalaureate
unbalanced and she will be taken before Judge Mann, who will, no doubt, address onat the Church of the Sacred
Sunday morning, May 28,
order her taken to the insane asylum Heart
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"Neglect colds make fat grave-gards." Dr. Wood's Norway Pine
Syrup helps men and women o bap

d

,

I

u.

(

'

A great many years of extensive trials
of this remedy in this class of derange
menu have demonstrated that ther
are no failures.

Thousands of Testimonials.
Thousands of rases might be quoted
in which Peruna has rescued people
from the ravages of spring catarrh, and
put them on a good, solid foundation ol
health.

We can give onr readers only a slight
glimpse of the vast array of unsolicited
endorsements Dr. Ilartman i con
stantly receiving. No other physiolatt
In the world has received such a volume
of enthusiastic letters of thanks.
If you do notderive prompt and aUf
faotory result! from the use of Peruna
write at once to Dr. Ilartman, giving ft
full statement of your case and he wtU
bo pleased to give you bis valuable ad'
'
vice gratis.
Address Dr. Hartman, President of
The Hartman Sanitarium, Oulumbna,
Ohio. All correspondence held strict
confidential.
.

-

thing that will relieve the pain." For
sale by all druggists.

Dr. Weaver's Ti set meat.
tbt blood; CrW for iklo inuiUoaa.

J. N. Daugberty & Sons sold 1,400
schools closed
The
head of goats to a Kansas City man after a Clayton public year.
prosperous
very
C. J. Franks returned to Roswell from the Alamogordo stock yards.
A Creeping Death.
from Louisiana, where he went with a
A Victory to be Proud Of
carload of horses.
Blood poison creeps up towards the
is the final and absolute cure of a
and heart, causing death. J. E. Stearns,
It's the little colda that grow into sore throat, in which the Tawness danBelle Plialne, Minn., writes that a
been
have
tenderness
spreading
big colds; the big colds that end In gerously near those guardians of life, friend dreadfully injured his hand,
The luxury of a sound which swelled up like blood poisoning.
consumption and death. Watch the the lungs.
little colda. Dr. Wood's Norway Pine throat and robust lungs is most Bucklen's Arnica Salve drew out the
keenly enjoyed by people who, having
Syrup.
suffered all the consequences of "a poison, healed the wound, and saved
his life. Best In the world for burns
little cold you know," have been
from misery and danger
Judge A, J. Abbott received a teley. and sores.
25c at all druggists.
gram at Santa Fe announcing the Allen's Lung BalBam.
SimonE.
son
Earl
death of his
Roswell is preparing to organise a
At Gallup Miss Sylvia Ransom and
ton, at Hood Rive:, Oregon.
of Modern Woodmen of America.
Martin Glied were united In marriage. lodge
to
man
heir
Half the Ills that
is
Saved By Dynamite,
Burdock
come from indigestion.
Why 8uffer From Rheumatism?
Sometimes, a flaming city is saved
Blood BltterB strengthens and tones
Why suffer from rheumatism when by dynamiting a space that the fire
the stomach; makes Indigestion
one application of Chamberlain's Pain can't cross.
a cough
Sometimes,
Balm will relieve the pain? The quick hangs on so long, you feel as if noth
relief which this liniment affords ing hut dynamite would cure it Z. T,
Reports from all over New Mexico makes rest and sleep possible .and Gray, of Calhoun, Ga., writes: "My
are unanimous in declaring that the
that alone is worth many times Its wife had a very aggravated cough,
ranges were never in better condition.
cost. Many who have used it hoping which kept her awak6 nights. Two
Ancient witchery was believed in by inly for a short relief from suffering physicians could not help her; so she
only a few but the true merit of Do-- have been happily surprised to find took Dr. King's New Discovery for
Colds,
Coughs and
Witt's Witch Hazel Salve is known by that after awhile the relief became Consumption,
Mrs. V. H. Leggett of which eased her cough, gave her
every one who has used it for built. permanent
sores, tetter, eczema and piles. Sob'. Yum Yum, Tennessee, V. S. A., writes, Bleep, and finally cured her." Strictly
"I am a great sufferer from rheuma- scientific cure for Bronchitis and La
by Winters Drug Co., and K. D.
tism .all over from head to foot, and Grippe. At all druggists, price SOc and
Charcberlaln's Pain Balm is the only $1.00; guaranteed. Trial bottle free.
Gallup had a water famine, partly
due to a scarcity In the supply and
partly to a broken main.
py, viporius old age.

The
WILL CONFER DEGREES.
BRINGS GOOD PRICE. Thursday
d
local council of the Knights of Col- afternoon five four horse wagons, conumbus at Albuquerque have comple taining over 10,000 pounds of wool,
ted all arrangements for a big time drove into Albuquerque from
the
next Sunday, when they will confer ranch of the Surety Investment comthree degrees of the order upon about pany south of that city. The clip
candidates from the differ- - was from 2.000 head of sheen owned
twenty-fiv- e
ent parts of the territory, ine pro- - by pran stoetz. The wagons con-grais very interesting and the cele-- ( tainng the wool lined up In front of
bratlon promises to be a most success- - the company's offices on South Sec-fu- l
event. A number of members of onj street. and created an unusual
the Oder from adjoining cities will mount of Interest. There were seven
Women love a clear, healthy com
be present for the occasion.
bidders for the wool, and the prices plexlon. Pure blood makes . Burrange from 20 to 22.13 cents per dock Blood Bitters makes pure blood.
'
S E. pound.
E. G. Garcia & Co. bought
INVESTING HEAVILY.
Russ, of Robeline. La., has purchased- the entire clip for 22.13 per pound
The dipping plant being Installed by
4
the large Baskin stone building at Ar- j
Sam B. Smith at Carlsbad is to have
j
tesla, the consideration being $12,500.
SELECTED.
The a capacity of from 1,000 .to 1,200 head
teACHPR
B. F. Walker was the agent who eon-- ! loard of education at Gallup employ-sumateof cattle a day.
an
is
Mr.
Russ
the deal.
d Misa Anna Barker as one of the
old gentleman, very intelligent, and twhen for next year.
Miss Bar-I-s
Accidents come with distressing
a shrewd business man He has
(hR room taught by
tegrh
on the farm. Cuts, bruises,
frequency
a
little
while,
been In Artesla only
MJsg Bak(J tnU ytar
Ag s)ated ,
but has already Invested between Sa,- -- j he Rppubican last week It was the stings, sprains. Dr. Thomas' Electric
000 and $75,000 In Pecos valley pro- ,ntention of tne board ,0 have MiHS Oil relieves the pain instantly. Never
,eacn ,nis room. safe without it
perty. His wife and family will Join Rate CunnlnRnam
him here and they will make tneir Mif?8 CunnJngham hag accepted the
home in the valley
'position with the university at Albu- E. W. Cady and Eugene Gordon have
would
j querque again next year and
each let the contract for the construc
WILL CAMP OUT. Company D. not consi(jt.r the position here. Miss tion of a new residence at Alamogordo,
N. M. N. C... will go into encampment j Barker , a sister of Mrs. Samuel
north of Silver City at the Silvas j Br0wn of that city and went there
Bodily pain loses Us terror if you've
ranch, and will be encamped for about !from Snyder, Oklahoma.
a bottle of Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil
.
been
have
All
arrangements
ten days.
In the house. Instant relief in cases
made and the boys are looking for-- j
STAKE RACE. B. H. Hub- - of burns, cuts sprains, accidents of
BQ
ward to the duties ana pleasures 01 bar(1 (listr)ct manager for Taylor and any sort.
the ertrampment witn a greai
Williams, 0f Louisville, Kentucky, dls
of anticipated neiignt. uenerai
Uributors 0f the famous Yellowstone
of alfalfa Is being
The first
campment was held last year at Las wniskey arrived In Albuquerque, to cut in the crop of Tularoaa and
is
vicinity
each
company
this
but
year
remaln throRh the spring race rrieet- a good one.
Vegas,
e
wlll hold separate encampments nei ,ng am, cnleny to ,,ee the Wg Yellow-thlocation of the company.
fitake race g0 on i.Coratlon
If in a kind of bilious mood,
i
day. The Yellowstone stake, which
Is You wish an aid to digest food,
and
offered
Is
Secre-Williams,
!
LANDS.
by
LIEU
Taylor
MrtPF
ain
tarv Hitchcock, in a circular Issued good for $1,000, and will go on Derby No other pill is half bo good
to registers and receivers 01 locai day. It will be one of the big events As DeWltt's Little Early Risers.
land offices, holds that congress of the meeting and Mr. Hubbard, who
rameant what It ald when, by the act knows a thing or two about horse
When e'er you feel Impending 111,
of March 3, 1305, it absolutely repeal- cing, finds It Impossible to get away
event
unti
the
exAnd need a magic little pill,
from
big
Albuquerque
the
With
law.
land
ed the lieu
lands comes off.
No other one will fill the bill
ception of owners of cetaln
in the San Francisco and Grand canLike DeWltt'a Little Early Risers.
FOREST TREE NURSERY. Geo
on reserves in Arizona and the Santa
Sold by Winters Drug Co., and K. D.
Barbara reserve. Caifornla, which are C. Clothier, assistant forest inspector, Goodall.
specifically provided for by special j and W. R. Matton, forest assistant,
nine-year-ol-

Syrnp for

res-cue-

attempt-tin-

to ford the Chama river last
Sunday above Los Brazos, a village
two miles north or Parkview, Emil-ianMartinez was thrown out of his
buggy and washed down the 'stream
for about fifty yards; being saved
by Narclso Martinez, his brother, who
happened to be riding close behind
Mr. Martinez's
him on horseback.
son was drowned and
the body of the unfortunate boy has
not been recovered. The bridges at
Encenda on the Brazos river and at
Los Brazos have been carried away
by the hich water, and the old set
tlers say that not since 1865 has the
Chama river been so high, and the
mountains still have plenty of snow.

V.

"Hy family have used Peruna tor several
years past with excellent results and I take
pleasure In testifying to Its superiority as a

The Proper Remedy.

Spring Catarrh.

Hoard of
Va., writes from 314
avenue, N. K., Washington, D. C,

Mr. James A. Moody,
Education, Mineral Co.,

tor

d

in-la-

,

LAS VEGAS ART SOUVENIR,

It Is ten times easier to cure
coughs, croup, whooping cough and
all lung and bronchial affections
when the bowels are open. Kennedy's

Laxative Honey and Tar is the original Laxative Cough Syrup.
Gently
moves the bowels and expels all cold
from the system. Cuts the phlegm,
cures all coughs and strengthens
weak lungs. Sold by Winters Drug
Co., and K. D. Goodall.

96 pages, Including panoramic views of the City, Hot
and
Gallinas
Park; 35 pagesof superb illustrations of the city and.
8prlngs
vicinity, free from all advertising matter; admittedly the finest work of the
kind ever published In New Mexclo, may be obtained from the following
merchants at actual cost, 50c per ct py, Fc additional for mailing:
Bank, First National
Bank, San Miguel National
.. ' Bacharach Bros., Gen. M'd'se.
Boucher, C. D., Groceries
Browne A Manxanares Co., Wholesale Grocera.
Center Block Pharmacy
Coors, Henry, Lumber Company.
Davla A Sydea, Grocers.
Dearth, 8. R. Cut Flower.
Graaf A Hayward, Grocers.
Enterprise Cllgar Store.
Gregory, O. L. Cigars
Greenberger, M. Clothing.
Gross, Kelly A Company, Wholesale Grocers.
Hub Clothing Company
Gehring, F. J., Hardware.
I If eld's,
The Plaza Department. Store.
Las Vegas Steam Laundry
llfeld, L. W. Hardware.
Las Vegaa Cigar Company
Mann Drug Company.
Lewis, The W. M. Company, Cut. Flowers.
Moore Lumber Company
Murphey, E. G., Drugs
Rosenthal Furniture Company
Optic, The Dally
Rosenwald, E. A Son, General .Merchandise.
Rosenthal Brothers, General Merchandise
Russell A Lewis, Tailors
Ryan A Blood, Grocera
Shoe
Company
8porleder
Stearns, J. H Grocer
)
Schaefer, O. G- - Drugs
Taupert, Jeweler and Optician
Woods, Mrs. M. J., Curios and Stationery
Winters Drug Company.
York. J. H., Grocer.

Containing

,

The people of Jemez hot springs
want an extension of the Albuiuer- que electric railway built to that point.
Our Friends, the Druggists.
It is a pleasure to testify tl the gea
erally high character of druggists. But
because of a few exceptions to the
rule, It is necessary to caution thi
public to be on guard against lm
tatlons of Perry Davis Painkiller.
See that you get the right article, tha
soothing, helpful Painkiller that was
used in your family before you were
born. Don't be talked into buying a
substitute. There Is but one Pain
killer. Perry Davis.
D. J. Rankin, who has been there
visiting his brother F. W. Rankin, loft
Roswell for his home In Albuquerque.
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Om Hundred Dollars

in" Gold

of Las Vegas named below have agreed to carry out the following Trade Contest on Strictly business
For every ten cent Cash purchase made at any of our stores a ticket will be given recording a vote for any

The business men

Principles,
Lodge, Society or Institution receiver may choose. To that organization receiving the most votes a beautiful, riclvtoned, S500
Mendelssohn Piano will be given. The organization receiving the second largest number of votes will be given a Hundred
Dollars in Cash. These prizes will not go to the winner of any other piano. Piano on exhibition at Rosenthal Furniture Co.

VOTES GADT
Up To May 20, WOO.

Members of Contest.

.

Christian Brothers
CHAI. ILFELD,
The Plan,
EVERYTHING.

DAVIS & SYDES,

Grocers.

THE HUB
Clothing Co.

E. Q. MURPHEY,

.

Druggist.
Toilet Artlclaa and Confections.'

ROSENTHAL BROS.
General Merchandise.

STERN & NAHM,
.General Merchandise.

45038

Clerks' Union
E. Romer

C. V. HEOGCOCK.

8hoes and Repairing.

Hose Co

Y. M.C. A

Jesuit Fathers.
Ladies' Home . . . .
Carneffie Library
East Side Catholic Church.
West Side Catholic Church
Sisters of Loretto.
St. Anthony's Sanitarium
.
Elks
.
.
Aid
Society
Temple

....

A. DUVALL,

Catenr.
J. H. YORK
Grocer an J Baker.

MRS. M. J. WOOD3,
Books and Stationary.

W. F, OOLl.,
jewelry and Curios.

C. L. HERNANDEZ,

Stationery and School Supplies.

MRS. L. POOLE WRIGHT.
Millinery.

THOS. E. BLAUVELT,

WINTERS DRUG CO.
Drugs.
Confections, Toilet Articles.

EL INDEPENDENTS
Publishing Company,
Job Print ng.

Barber.

,

GRAAF e HAYWARD,

Grocers, Butchers ani Bakers.

ROMAN MANZANARES,

Butcher.

14-1-

18678
735
888
502
2055
150

Red Men

Fraternal Brotherhood.

St. Josephs' Society

raternal union.
Public School District No.

4480
13320
1469
7949
2307
5389
4275
3842
1147

St. Paul's Episcopal Church

8. PATTY,
Tinner and PlumUer.

ROSENTHAL
FURNITURE
COMPANY.

1885

.

JOHN A. PAPEN,
Grocer and Butcher.

.Members of Contest.

h

177

1

Contestants receiving" Iom than lOO votes not listed.

8ABIN0 LUJAN,
Jewelry and Indian Curios

F. LE DUC,
'

Tailor.

J. O'BYRNE,
Coal and Wood,

WM. BAASCH,
Baker.

RICHMOND,
Grocer,

H. C. MONSIMER,
Grocer,

GEOFRION & DESMARAIS.
General Merchandise.

MARTIN DELGAOO.
Grocer.

CLAY o ROGERS,
Livery and Feed.

Merchant Tailor.

A. J. VEN2,
Feed, Wagona and

CENTER BLOCK DEPOT
DRUG COMPANY.
Confections and Toilet Articles.

ROMERO SHOE COMPANY,
Shoes and Hots.

R. L.

Buggies.

J. GOLDSTEIN,

S. R. DEARTH,
Cut Flowers, Picture Framing,

Undertaking.

E. ROSENWALD 4 SON,
South Side Plaza,
Dry Goods and Shoes.

J. H. 8TEARNS,
Grocer.

APPEL BROS.
Merchandise.

General

B. MARES,

Butcher.

M. DANZIGER
CO,
General Merchandise.

J. L. TOOKErt,
Photographer.

RYAN

BLOOD,
Grocers.

ROMERO MERCANTILE CO.
General Merchandise.

CONTEST CLOSES
AUGUST 31st,
At 9 p. m.
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Many young men are not well dressed because they don't know how to buy
clothing. Men who have the shape that is easily fitted go around looking
sloppy because they are taken advantage of by people who sell them clothing.
The people connected with our establishment are experienced clothing salesmen
and know

...
That's not all. They'll treat you right. If you want a tailor made suit that's
right or a ready made suit that will fit you and be perfect in style and workmanship, come to us because

DONT FORCET THE

.

$25.00 SUIT
'

--
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Greatest Dam in America Now
in Progress Near Phoenix, Ariz.
Will Form Vast Lake Holding Four Hundred Bil.
of the Section to be
lion Gallons-Richn- ess
Ground tor Criticism of the DeRe-claimed--

partment's Course.

life-givin- g

semi-tropic-

seen by a study of the rainfall charts
of that region, and the result has
been that thousands of acres of orchard and farm have returned to
aridity. The old man of the desert
came In and claimed back his own.
It is simply a question then, in the
Salt River valley, and in some other
sections, ad to whether it is not as
good or better policy for Uncle Sam
to save the homes of several thousand pioneers, who are perishing for
want of water, as it is to reclaim new
raw lands, and put new settlers upon
;
them.
From a Brook to a Torrent.
he Salt
river
The flow of
is variable In the extreme. At low
water periods it runs something like
In one
100 cubic feet per second.
great flood the river swept down the
valley at the rate of 300,000 cubic feet
per second. The twelfth annual report of the Geological. Survey describes the flood of 1891 as follows,
all of which ran uselessly to the sea
for lack of storage.
"On February 17, the discharge was
833 cubic feet per" second, Increasing
the next day to 154,000 cubic feet and
on the 10th to 276,000 cubic feet.
This was followed by a second greater swell, until on the 24th a maximum
of 2"0,000 cubic feet was reached."
The Roosevelt dam Is to control and
store such floods. About sixty miles
from Phoenix, the Salt River enters a
profound canyon, with lofty, precipitous walls and a narrow flood, in
which Js located the dam site. Above'
the dam the canyon ojens into the
wide valleys, providing the most capacious reservoir in the west.
"It would probably be impossible
to find anvwhere In the arid region,"
Government Engineer Arthur P.
Davis, the projector of this magnifi-

cent enterprise, "a storage project In
which all conditions are is favorable
as in this one. The capacity of the
reservoir in proportion to the dimensions of the dam I enormous and the
lands to be watered are of remarkable
fertility, with a climate which may be
classed asi almost
Mr. Davis also made the Important
discovery that material for making
good Portland cement and bricks lies
He
Immediately by the dam site.
states that the masonry dam now under construction will be absolutely
permanent "safe, solid and secure
for all ages to come, a part of the
evrla!lng hills of which it will become an Integral part"
Finding that the prices bid by the
seml-froplc.-

"
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Ahvqyo Up-to-Dcio

Cantor Gtroot

Attvortiooro of Facto.

The most gigantic of the government irrigation constructions in progress is the Salt River or "Roosevelt" dam in Arizona, and considerable criticism has been made of the
course of the secretary of the interior in setting aside between three
and four million dollars for this project which will irrigate no public
lands, but only those already in private ownership, vastly increasing, of
course, their value. The work which
the government will do under this
project will double and quadruple
land values, and in fact make much
land that Is now practically useless
worth from $30 to $100 an acre. Some
200,000 acres will be irrigated under
these works, and the artificial reservoir to be formed by the Roosevelt
dam will be by far the largest In the
United States, with the incredible capacity of nearly 400 billion gallons.
This is three times the capacity of the
great Wachusett reservoir which Is
to supply Boston, and twice that of
the famous Croton dam of New York's
new water works.
The criticism referred to of building government works to supply
water to such a section as the Salt
River valley, where the lands are all
In private ownership, instead of going
out onto the desert and reclaiming
public lands U one which will not
hold upon second thought. The Salt
River valley has been a famous section of the arid west. 'Twenty years
ago it was a vast, flat plain, skirted
by mountains reflecting the wonderful
colors and tints of the southwest, but
nourishing only the cactus and other
desert plants. The Salt rUer cut its
stream
center, a sparkling,
and private capital undertook to utilize Its waters for irrigation and build
Dams were
up a great community.
built, canals were constructed, and
thousands of acres were planted to
oranges, lemons, figs, dates, raisin
and wine grapes, almonds, pomegranates, and all the fruits and flowers
not to mention
of the
broad fields of emerald alfalfa, where
fat cattle stood knee deep in the luxuriant growth. But the valley Is today crippled and sick. The canal system laid out was based upon the
heavy annual rainfalls which prevailed at tha t'me. and sufficient data
had not bpen gathered to show that
the period was one of fat years and
that the lean rears of drouth would
Hurrty follow. They came, however,
over the whole southwest, at can be

mhmm

OFFER!

cement manufacturers would add an
Increased burden of half a million or
more dollars to the payments of the
Irrigators, the government constructed an immense cement .mill and will
Itself manufacture the 200,000 or more
barrels of cement needed for the
A splendid roadway, rivaling
dam.
the mountain roads of the Incasl has
been built from Phoenix to the dam,
at a cost of over a hundred thousand
dollars. The cost of the entire construction, three million and a half
dollars, will be apportioned among the
lands receiving the water, to be paid
back to the government In ten annual
installments, and no water user can
hold more than 160 acres.
The River to Build its Own Dam.
An interesting feature of the construction work is the power canal
The
which has already been built.
regular flow of the rlverN has been diverted above the dam site, and at that
point U tumbled over the rocks, generating some 10,000 electrical horse
power to be utilized In building the
dam. It will be required day and
night for drilling, moving great rocks,
pumping, grinding rock and clinkers,
mixing and handling cement and handling machinery. The river is thus
forced to erect Its own dam. After
the construction, this power, added
to large additional power to be extracted from the heavy fall of the
river below the dam site, will be
electrically transmitted to lands not
covered by the gravity canal for
pumping purposes and by this means
fully 60,000 acres additional will be
watered from the underground supply found throughout the Salt River
valley.

An ample spillway will provide an
escape for excessive flood waters,
and a tunnel driven through solid rock
will enter the reservoir directly on
Its bottom to supplement the spillway
and also to allow for the discharge
of sediment from the reservoir.
The valley Is already well provided
with transportation by the Santa Fe
and the Southern Pacific railroads,
and the exceptional climatic conditions Insure an early market and high
prices for the various products of
agriculture and horticulture. ,
The drainage area of the Salt and
its tributaries aggregate some 12,000
square miles and some of the mountain peaks near the source pierce the
sky at an altitude of 10,000 feet.
GUY ELLIOTT MITCiiTlI.i.
"

A

QUEER ANIMAL

The Krmlne fa On Thin; la
met a a 4 Another la Wlater.
The ermine is a queer animal. It is
one thing in winter and another thing
In summer. That Is a strange statement, but it is true, for in winter the
animal's fur Is as white as snow and
is called the ermine. In summer Its
fur turns reddish brown on the upper
psrt of the body and a light yellow on
the lower psrt The animal Is then
known ss the stoat
This change is quite familiar to naturalists, but not to unscientific people, and the ermine and the stoat are

therefore generally regarded as distinct animals.
The fur of the ermine la much valued and is in great request. At one
time it was a mark of great royalty,
and the state robes of judges and magistrates were lined with it as an emblem of purity.
The ermine la so cunning in Its ways
that it Is almost as difficult to catch as
It is to "catch a weasel asleep." In
fact, about the only way to capture It
is to mark its course from its home
and then strew mud in its pathway.
When the dainty, fastidious little animal reaches the point in its path
where the mud Is strewn It will lie
down and subject Itself to capture and
death rather than smfreh one of Its
now white hairs.

'The spot where Bunyan Ifee Is still
regarded by the Nonconformists with
a feeling which seems scarcely in harmony with the stern spirit of theology.
Many Puritans, to whom the respect
paid by Roman Catholics to the tombs
of their saints seems childish and sinful, are said to bare begged with their
dying breath that their coffins might
be placed as near as possible to that of
the author of 'Pilgrim's Progress.'"
London Mall.

Read the Dally Optic for
ted Press reports.

Associa-

How to Ward Off Old Age.

The most successful way of warding off the approach of old age Is to
maintain a vlgoroua digestion. This
can be done by eating only food lulled to your age and occupation, and
when any disorder of the atomach appears take a dose of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets to correct
It. If you have a weak stomach or
are troubled with indigestion, yon
will find these Tablets to be lust what
you need. For sale by alt druggist.

Ship Your Live Stock To

HOW TO STAY YOUNG.
Will Power m Larsr Factor la Keep-tmAwar Deraatltae.
How old are you? The adage says
that women are as old as tbey look
and men as old as tbey feel. That's
wrong. A man and woman are as old
STOCK YARDS, KANSAS CITY, MO
as they take themselves to be.
Growing old is largely a habit of the
mind. "As a man thinketh in bis
heart so Is he." If be begins shortly Best Service in all Departments,
after middle age to imagine himself
growing old he will be old.
Expert Salesmen, Cattle, Sheep, Hogs,
To keep oneself from decrepitude Is
The
will
somewhat a matter of
power.
Careful and Intelligent Yard Boys,
fates are kind to the man who bangs
on' to life with both hands. He who
Perfect Office Methods.
lets go will go. Death Is slow only to
tackle the tenacious.
Ponee do Leon searched in the wrong
place for the fountain of youth. It WE GIVE YOU THE BEST AND IT COSTS NO MORE
One must keep onela in oneself.
self young Inside, so that while "the
outer man perlsheth the Inner man is
4
renewed day by day."
Kansas City
Denver
Chicago
exWhen the human mind ceases to
St. Joseph
Sioux City
ert itself, when there Is uo longer an Omaha
active interest in the affairs of this
life, when the human stops reading
and thinking and doing, the man, like a
blasted tree, begins to die at the top.
You are as old as you think you are.
Keep the harness on. Your job Is not
done. Milwaukee Journal.
m

CLAY ROBINSON & CO.

'

Thlo

lotho Ferrer a Ycsr

Buy
Plows and Seeders Now
.

BUNYAN'S TOMB.

arlal Plaea la Baftiaad of the

Aa-ta- or

of "Pllrl'a ProsrcM."
John Bunyan's tomb Is In the vast
burial ground of Ilunhlll fields, originally called "nonehill fields," probably
from the quantity of bones which, as
Maltland tells us. were transported
thither In 1540. This Is now closed as
a cemetery, but the forest of tombs
shaded by young trees Is a grwni oasis
In a black part of London.
Near the center of the "Puritan Necropolis," a white figure, lying upon a
blgh modern altar tomb, marks the
grave of John Bunyan. He died at
Snow bill from a cold taken on a mis- K
sionary excursion Aug. 81. 1688, aged
elxty.
MscsuIst In one of bis tssara says;

Letter Come to

Us

for Your

Harvesting Machinery
And when the abundant crops have
been garnered we will buy them for

Cash

........

. .

...........

Browne & Manzanares Co
Wholesale Grocers, Wool, Hides end Pelts
Ootaplet

Line of AmoU Soap Always on Baad
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THE

FURNITURE STORE

two Carloads of New Furniture Just Received

in Ilfeld's Furniture, and beauty of design and workmanship are mam- is
paramount
QUALITY tVm hicrhpflt Hficyrftft Trio Iita anH rinra.hilitv nf Tlfalri'a fll rni ah i Tiers, therefore, insure
normonoTif. aQfiGffln.finn tn fhft nucrnar Hnr hrnnri liberal PUT A "R, A "NTTFiFi fl.n.nniTITm'maP. everV "DUT- chase and we consider no transaction closed until the customer is perfectly satisfied. This store
merits the confidence of its patrons.

PLAN
INSTALLMENT
FURNITURE
onthe
credit
start of our furniture business we offer
been our custom ever
since the
As has
generous
will
be pleased to permit the
privileges on every article purchased in this department, and
purchaser to pay for the goods on terms that will be made to suit his convenience.

New

New

Dining Room Elegance.

Parlor Chairs

Iron Beds

Dining Room Chairs
Horris Chairs

Brass Beds

Rockers

The dining room fs where you do the honors of your home.

IN DINING

FURNITURE we show what we are confident is the most artistic, the newest
,

Sideboards
China Closets
Extension Tables

and the most perfect furniture produced. There are different grades

Book Cases
Hall Seats
Hall Racks

differ-

Reed Furniture

that will

ACTUALLY ASTONISH YOU, for we emphatically

assert

Porch Furniture
Library Furniture

ParlorTables

Carpets and Linoleums
THAT OUR PRICES ON THIS FURNITURE OF QUALITY is no more than
Agents for
Gunn Sectional Book Cases
asked elsewhere for the common grades.

FE LDS

AND MERCHANDISE

Awful Experiences of

Toledo Young Lady
in the Snyder Tornado
e

Office Desks

oak or flemish oak, or whatever style you prefer whether conventional, antique,

CASH
OR
CREDIT

The Toledo News-Depublishes the
following letter from Miss Kathryn
Wlnten, sinter of E. T. Winter, pharmacist at the Winters Drug company.
The letter was written by the young
lady to her parents after she had

Chiffoniers
Office Chairs

low prices

Agents for
Ostermoor Hattresses

Dressers

ent prices, but each grade has an individuality, a real quality and a true art
effect vastly different from the usual. Whatever finish, golden oak, weathered
colonial, you will find here the highest types of your particular preference and

ParlorTables
Tabourettes

BANK

at

Folding Beds

give my many sins before I was called
before Him, I sank down exhausted
to await the end. The few minutes
the cyclone raged seemed like hours.
When it passed over we found that
although glass from the windows,
glass bottles, etc.,' had been flying
thick about us, neither Mr. or Mrs.
Stevenson nor I had received a single

TRADING

STAM

the return of my trunk, but as the
thieves were busy all night long, I
have no hopes of recovering anything.
They have recovered eighty-twbodies up to noon today. No account
of the injured and dead piled in under the ruins is yet obtainable.

A

THE TERRITORY.
COURT

FOR QUAY COUNTY.

Judge E. A. Mann, of the sixth district, has announced that court will
meet at Tucumcarl the 19th of June.
passed through a terrible tornado exThe larger portion of the coming
perience at Snyder, Oklahoma.
session will probably be confined to
Under date of Roosevelt. Oklaho,
scratch.
the trial of criminal cases of which
ma, Miss Winters' says:
We climbed out of the half demolDearest Mother: Of course you
Quay county has a big docket. There
have long ere this received the dis- ished building and saw the entire will probably be no session of the
except some half dozen houses,
patch which told you how narrowly town,
blown
flat to the ground or complete- grand Jury this term.
1
box.
a
in
home
escaped coming
away.
ly
of
The awful agony of that night
A deathly stillness pervaded the
horror can never be effaced from my
SAD TALE, IF TRUE Most pitiair and all feared there was more
memory.
was the story told by Amos Dean,
ful
.1 arrived in Snyder at 7:15 a. m. storm to follow. Mr. Stevenson put
thirty-eigh- t
his
aged
wife and me Into a small dugyears, "of Hillside,
I stopped in Stevenson's drug Btore,
out
with
N.
on Santa Fe
to
women
M.,
other
while
passengers
contwenty
I
where met Rcveral ladles. We
versed for some time and finally the men worked to rescue the in- train No. 03 at Pueblo. Colo. Mr.
jured from the wreckage.
drifted to the subject of cyclones.
who has but one leg, stated
Then, as If to add more horror to Dean,
I had been on a train last Tuesday
that
the
other was severed by a cirthe
the
ruins
scene,
already ghastly
which was caught in the edge of a
eaw
cular
while he was working in a
fire.
husThe women, whose
small cyclone and nearly blown off caught
the bridge Into the Canadian river. bands and sons were at work outside, sawmill at Hillside, N. M., March 12,
became frantic. The air was stifling,
I was telling the crowd about-iand that one week later he received
they frequently carried me to the the news of the
when a young man entered, to whom and
death of his eight-yea- r
door
of
the dug out to keep me from
I was Introduced.
He remarked that
Dean, at Portdaughter,
Emily
fainting.
the wind was rising. I said a cyclone
On account of the nlllness of the land, Ore., and that on May 2 his
had followed me from Enid, Indian
son Ralph, aged fourteen years,
atmosphere the fire was cattily Rot- young
territory, to Oklahoma, and failed to ten,
was drowned while out boating on the
under
It
was
control.
midcatch me. Now I supposed it was
nearly
river near Oswego. Ore. "Now," said
night before we were permitted to Mr.
coming to Snyder atter mo.
Dean, "my wife Is on her deathof
cave.
eotmout
tho
The sound of their laughter had
bed and bad it not been for a large
Oh!
a
of
such
as
we
horror
night
scarcely died away when the rain,
in climbing over the wreekaee number of charitably disposed peowhich had boon pouring In torrents, put
ple In Hillside and Santa Fe railstumbtrying to avoid the live
suddenly ceased and the cyclone ling over the bodies or wires;
road men. It would have been imlisdead
the
broke upon us In full fury the worst
for me to return to Portland
tening to the agonized walls of the possible
they had ever known.
and see my wife before she expires."
and
Injured
dying.
All began to seek safety for
One man, clasping the dead body
was a
and dear ones.
A Good Suggestion.
of
his child, which was crushed to a
of
and
could
course,
stranger
evpect
B. T.'alnwrlght of Lemon
Mr.
C.
no one to have fl thought for me. pulp, wandered about, a raving manhas written the manufacFla.,
lac,
City,
screaming at the top of his voice
And, really. I would have been left
there to die like an animal In the and calling on God to bring the little turers that much better results are ob
streets had It not been for the drug- one back to life. Another man went tained from the use of Chamberlain's
gist's wife, a dear little woman. whowe Insaneof when he found the mangled Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy!
his wife.
kindness I hope some day to reward, body
In cases of pains in the stomach, colic
A special train of nurses and suras their store wa completely ruined.
nt
8:45 p. m. geons arrived and all night long work- and cholera morbus by taking it In
The cyclone broke
It was very dark and the lights were ed over the unfortunate
victims. water as hot as can be drank. That
When In Mrs. Stevenson kept me with her all when taken In this way the effect is
immediately extinguished.
the terror of darkness f realised I was through the night, as we made our double
in rapidity. "It seems to get
alone among strangers, and in the way from one place to another to care
at the right spot instantly,' he says.
clutches of a terrible cyclone, I be- for the dead and dying.
The appalling sights were sicken- For sale by all druggists.
came frantic with fear.
When I heard the people running ing. The naked bodies of men. wo
to
or throwing themselves men ami children, whose clothing had
Las Cruces Is again working Ui) Its
on the ground, I begged of some one been whipped off by the wind, and annual incorporation
frenzy.
to stay by me or take me with them many of them crushed to a pulp, were
and not leave me to die all alone. taken out of the ruins.
Cleared For Action.
About 3:30 a. m. we lny down on
No on heeded my wild entreaties
When
the
body Is cleared for action,
rxcept this one dear good woman, some horse blankets in the remains
who dragged me half fainting into a of lht drug store, but at 5 a. m. I was by Pr. King's New Life Pills, you can j
rmall back room in the store and as- up and started to hunt for my bag- tell It by the bloom of health on the,
sured me thit she and her husband gage, but the place at which I was cheeks; the brightness of the eyes;'
would not leave me to die In the to have stopped was so completely
of the flesh and muscles;
darkness alone that we should all go Mown away that not a stick of It wn' the firmness
the
to be found.
buoyancy of the mind. Try thcm.(
together.
I
At
have
all
to
a
for
offered
God
.
of
druggists, 25 cents.
large reward for
Frantically begging
j
t

them-selve- s

1

-

,

dug-out-
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The Plaza
WITH

STORY OF GEROME.

Master Painter, tba New Stadeat
ad a Pr act leal Jake.
A number of years ago a poverty
stricken painter, since famous and
prosperous, weut to Paris from a country village and entered the studio of
Gerome at the Ecole des Beaux Arts.
The new student's first day chanced to
be ''criticism day," and the older students, finding themselves cheated out
f their customary boisterous hazing
by this circumstance, resolved to have
their fun In an indirect fashion..
Accordingly they took the novice
aside and impressed upon blm in the
most friendly and confidential way Imaginable that be was under the obligation of giving a tip to the professor
when he criticised bis work. Incredulous at first, the callow youth let himself be convinced and promised to do
the proper thing. His means were so
small that he awaited bis turn with au
ill concealed anxiety which those in
the plot relished keenly. When bis
turn came be convulsed the room by
slipping a half frauc piece into the professor's hand.
Gerome was too familiar, with the
practical Jokes of the Beaux Arts not
to comprehend the situation and had
much ado to keep bis countenance. He
Succeeded, however, and blurted out
with the gruff ness which he assumed
so admirably:
"What does this mean? You'll do
well to come to see me some fine morning and straighten this thing out"
The. bewildered pupil Interpreted the
admonition literally and presented himself at Geroiue's private studio two
days later. Gerome received him like
father, led him on to confess his destitution and to unburden himself of his
hopes and fears, gave hliu good counsel ami restored to him his half franc
piece In the form of a twenty franc
Tfc

o

CASH
OR
CREDIT

All

OASH

PURCHASES

when the patient was about to be discharged, Dr. Velpeau called him aside
and exclaimed: "Monsieur, I am extremely flattered and pleased to have
been able to cure you. There is, however, a small formality with wblcb
you will have to comply before I can
sign your exeat that is, you will have
to sign a check for 1,000 francs in be-

J. Goldstein,
Tcllor..
.Merchant

I can refer you to customers among
the best people of the town. I fntran-te- e

satisfaction. When I clean and
half of the public charity bureau of lcaa aim it iuv&b uu new. wualS
your metropolitan district." The pa- reasonable. Give me a call.
tient's face became livid. "You can do
what you like about It," continued the
Laa Vegas. New Me!
doctor, "but If you refuse all Paris Bridge St.
will know tomorrow that the Marquis
de D. adopted the disguise of a footman in order to secure free treatment
.PARLOR BARBER SHOP..
at this hospital and to usurp the place
which belongs by right to a pauper."
CENTER STREET
Of course the marquis paid.
..FIRST CLASS WORKMEN

It

Cobweb Pllla.
Andrew Wilson, the well known naturalist and writer. In commenting on
Culpepper's "Complete Method," published in 1652, shows bow this enabled
a man to "cure himself, being sick, for
threepence charge, with such things
only as grow in England, they being
most fit for English bodies." "John
Wesley practiced music." Wilson continues. "His system was not strictly
limited to vegetable simples. Wesley
prescribed boiled carrots as an exclusive diet for a fortnight for the cure of
asthma and recommended bnldheaded
people to wash their vacant spots with
a decoction of boxwood. For bleeding
from the lungs or stomach the Juice
of nettles is ordered and for an ague
six pills of middling size of cobwebs."

0. U

0HB00RT.

Prat.

HOTEL CLAIRE
SANTA FE, N. M.

Fire Proof, Electric Lighted,
Steam Heated, Centrally Located.
Baths and 8anitary Plumbing
Throughout
Large Sample Room for Commercial Men.
American or European Plan.
GEO. E. ELLIS,
Proprietor and Owner.

Ivjr and Dampneaa.
physician tells the Washington
Post it is a widespread but erroneous
notion that the growth of ivy ou the
exterior walls of residences creates a
Droatt mini
damp habitation. He is satisfied a litWW. at
tle reflection will convince any one of
77.
KaHonml Arm.
gold piece.
the fallacy of this proposition. The ivy
instead of contributing to dampness
THE MARQUIS PAID.
has rather an opposite influence, since
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION.
it must extract moisture from the
flow the Faatona Saraeoa Velaeaa brick or stone that it overruns. The
of New Mexico,
Territory
Treated a Free Patient.
dampness of these is what gives life County of San Miguel.
The famous surgeon Velpeau was to the
plant, so that the interlorof the
In the Probate Court of San Migvisited one day at bis house during the house is rendered drier than It would
uel County, New Mexico.
consultation hour by a marquis re- be otherwise
nowned for his closeness. Velpeau InIn the Matter of the Estate of O'Brien
Fraakaeaa.
formed the marquis that an operation
"Do you think a doctor ought to tell Cayou, Deceased.
was urgent and that the fee would
Take notice that I, the undersigned
amount to 4,000 francs. At this the a patient exactly what Is the matter
have
blm?"
been duly appointed Administrawith
marquis made a wry face and left A
the
answered
"Yes,"
"But
tor
physician.
of
makDr.
the Estate of O'Brien Cayou
while
later
Velpeau,
fortnight
ing his rounds In the Hospital de la he should use such terms as to pre- deceased, by the Honorable Probate
Charlie, had bis attention attracted vent the possibility of the patient un- Court of San Miguel
County, New Mexby a face that seemed familiar to blm. derstanding a word of what he says." ico, and all
persons
having claims
Exchange.
In answer to his inquiry it was stated
said Estate are hereby reagainst
a
was
a
footman
of
that the patient
quired to present the same to the
Took tke ProSta.
nobleman in the Faubourg St Ger"I remember' Schemer whs a great undersigned within the time premain. The surgeon found that his
scribed by law.
case resembled In every particular the chap for thinking out plans for getting
,
A. M.
April 29th, 1905.
now
I
he's wealthier
suppose
somewhat unusual one for which the rich.
Administrator of the Estate of
his
friends."
of
than
any
marquis bad consulted him a fortnight
O'Brien Cayou, deceased.
"Oh. no. His friends used the plans W. B.
He refrained, however,
previously.
BUNKER, Esq.,
while he was dreaming over them."
from making any comments.
Las Vegas, New Mexico,
Free
Pnes.
Detroit
Three weeks after the operation.
Attorney for Administrator.
A
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Smiley Gospel Meetings

am Prepared to Pleta.se wvery taste
mr lb

2 Um

lb. can for

for

7.V.
$1.00.

PeaWrry, INV per lb.
ClwlUMiWMiHr lb.

Mocha and Java, 35c per lb.
Suntus, 2Tw per lb.

John H. York

f

Ellher Phono

PERSONALS
J. E. Tipton Is down from Watroua
again.
C. M. O'Ooncl, manager of the Bell
ranch, Is In town today.
Ben Romero and family have
parted for Sugar City, Colo.
Miss Mnmlo Harrison and elster de-

YOUR nOY WELL DRESSED?
You will find a complete line
of Boys' Suits, Hats and Shoes

At

A

i

down to Albuquerque last night, in which city he
"has accepted' a position.
William Criley, son of Mrs. Ctnr'es
W. Hill, sister of the late Mrs. 0.
H. Hutchison, was expected to arrive
from Oklahoma this afternoon.
Nicolas T. Cordova departed for,
Sugar City, Colo., Friday night with
about seventy-fivlaborers who will
he employed in the sugar beet fields
vicinity.
yin'' E.that'
E. Murphy, chief engineer of the
United States geological survey, drove
to country parts from this city today,
accompanied by R. .IMeeker of the
went,

r,

e

reclamation service.
Miss Ethel Antrim, a teacher In the
city schools, departed for Denver this
Miss Gladys Worthy, anafternon;
other teacher, went the other way,
ticketing herself to Palo Alto, Calif.
N. M. Fogarty has arrived from St.
Louis for climatic benefit.
He had
about given up to die when his attention was directed to these parts by
reading about Fraternal City, in
nearly every paper he picked up.

Additional Local

THE

HUB

Watch FREE with every Boy's Suit
$3 and Upwards.
There'll be music

In

the air tonight.

For low puces come and see the
Savings Bank Store.
7

W. II. Parnell, the locomotive en
gineer, did not reach the bedside of
his brother, Richard
Parnell, in a
Kansas town in time to see him alive.

Funnln cleans clothes.

609 Douglas

Ave.

7

Cpen-ni-

r

Mrs. Hartsell has accepted a posi
tion at. the office of the cattle sanl
arv board.

The Mayflower band will discourse
sweet melodies in the park on the
plaza tomorrow evening.
Sabino Luzan, the Bridge
street
jeweler, has' just received the finest
line of drawn work from Old Mexico
ever displayed in Las Vegas.
3

When you feel like you Just don't
know what to eat let Turner ruggest.
8.

The funeral of the late Mrs. G. H,
Hutchison will occur from the New
Optic tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock,
the Rev. Norman Skinner will off!
elate.
,
Try Turner's Poultry and you
buy there all the time.

will
5--

The Mandolin club will give a dance
in Barber hall on the west side to

i
Trade at Warlngs and get free night.
tickets for piano contest.
10 cis is king at the Savings Bank
Store.
Go to Gearing for Hammocks.
2

7

List of votes cast in the competive
trade contest on page 6, tonight.

Moony now drawing i can be safe
ly reinvented through this company
Income SO per
cent. Uomwrvative investor
a plan affording all the
profit without the ansecurity and
noyance ot individual mortgage
loans. Dtucription of methods and
all deHired Information given on
request.

at 6, increasing the

ASSETS
SURPLUS
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Surplus,

$50,000,00

OFFIOEnGi"
!?
I y
FRAKX SPntXQEn,
Pfkhnt
umannr
;
F, u, JAKUART, Asu
T, H0SXMS,.0a8hhr
Vlo-Pr-

I.1TERS31 PAID ON

o.

Tt"S DEPOSITS.

5;

THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
0Ke' Pr""""
o. t. o:w. Tr2.Wut- Wo"Pr"'
PAID UP CAPITAL, 030,000.00

H

In THS IA3E0A3 SAVIXOS BANK.
by Omtwltlitntkmrn
Mrtoffw
amid on mil dmpoltm at $3 mndovmp.

yop arfiftg
thmy will bring yommn fmoomm.
rfcm
Ivdbfl than $1.
No
i
CmTMVE
dmpowlt

t0!1?

Infpt

g-

concert by the military
band at the intersection of Douglas
M. C. McGulre of Denver passed avenue and Sixth street, at the usual
this evening.
through for Albuquerque yesterday hour
afternoon with a cir'oad of race
Go to Geb ring's for Harness Rehorses.
to order.
Charley Haezn, a Western Union pairing. Harness made
brass-pounde-

"U It Well With the Child?" This
was the text which supplied t nr.
Smiley with hi theme lust nlsht, the
word being from the story of uio
Shunainmlte woman as told In 2
Klniis. 4th chanter. The bernion was
a forcible and touching appeal to
parents and teachers to make the
spiritual lire of the children uppermost In their training. The speaker
alluded to the tendency to trust the
religious growth of children to
chance, to tho possible happy accident
that some spiritual Influence or as
sociation might happen to bring to
tho growing soul the knowledge of
Its religious nature ami duty, tho parents meanwhile almost wholly n- - lectlnnr the solemn responsibility or
cultivating the child 8 religious lacul
ties. He appealed to the fact of tho
delicate susceptibility of childhood to
the truths and duties of its immortal
nature, and showed how on fhn other
hand tho neglect of this Impressible
period caused the child to drift Into
religious unconsciousness and to absorb the vulgarity and sinfulness of
Godless
surroundings. We shudder
at any exposure of the little ones to
dangers which malm or tor'u.--e or
kill the body, yet heedlessly leave tho
and death by
soul to disfiguring
malignant enemies to Its eternal life.
Dr. Smiley cited instances showing
how, In the purest surroundings, little
children manifest, sinful tendencies
which reveal the need, even In child
hood at Its best, of tho "new heart"
created by the Holy Spirit; and he
forcefully pleaded that the child old
enough to know how to do wrong
Is old enough to feel and respond to
the appeal of purity and truth and
duty ns learned of Jesus Christ, the
friend and teacher of tb? little ones.
It Is no unnatural life or experience
to which Jesus calls the children, bu
simply the normal life of a cli'ld
whose Inherent religious instincts are
natrally deuevloped by the appeal to
its heart of the beauty and love of
Jesus Christ as its personal Frier-and Savior.. How warned and kv
'formed, indeed, Is the Ufa 'of Ihe
child which has not had this eternal
part of Its being called Into vital
action by the khowledge of Christ.
The preacher related convincing In
cidents In his own experience tj knowhow easily and naturally little chtt
dren comprehend the duty of lo)ng
loyalty to Christ, and of the teslec
genuineness of their spiritual comic
tions and decisions. He told the story
of his own surprise when his own
little bov, whom he. had thought of
as being outside the appeal of Ms
own preaching and invltatljns to ac
cept the Savior, came at the close
of the sermon one day to acknowledge
as his own Savior the Christ whom
he has ever since loved and followed.
The whole discourse was a or.orful
presentation of Christ's words "TaKe
heed that ye despise not one of thco
little ones."
Dr. Smiley will f reach tomorrow
morning at the opera house at 11
o'clock, when the sermon will be appropriate to Memorial Day. Tho
will attend the service and will
be supported by several other lodges
and by the cavalry company, troop A,
under the command of Major Rankin.
The general public Is heartily invited
to attend the service.
.

parted for Glorleta this afternoon.
Flladclfo Baca returned on an afternoon train from his Jaunt over to
Santa Fe.
Mrs. J. V. Swank, wife of the locomotive fireman, returned
yesterday
from a trip to "the states."
II. L. Glass was returning home to
Shoemaker from a trip to California
this aftemoon.
Miss Payne, who had been attending
school here, lett this afternoon tor
Hutchinson, Kansas.
W. G. Haydon, wife and child, went
up to the Parke place, out from Shoemaker, this afternoon.
H. W. Kelly and C. C. Robbins left
for Trinidad this afternoon;
Jules
Daniel, for Wagon Mound.
II. G. Coors was expected home
last, evening from a visit, to his saw
mill at Guadaluplta, Mora county.
J. W. Raynolds, territorial secretary, came over from Santa Fe this
afternoon, accompanied by his wife.
J. II. McCutchen, of the Industrial
Advertiser at. Albuquerque, loft for
home yesterday afternoon by w.y of
Santa Fe.
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lr intf Sir
iiioii l.nst Muht. The ChrU-Ma- n
Triiluliia of Milltln'ii.
Special It'Ctlnur lur t hi III it'll
Ompltal Paid In, $100,000,00
Tliht Afternoon. Memorial
3
Day Mcr lee Tomorrow Morn-liiira- t 21
thu Opera UoiiMt.
& J, M. OUNKinaHAM,

liniHOHhlvo

I have jitHt rereivod a liltf hhlpmont of eoflWn of vitriou liruuiU uml
fc'ruilt's. iKUftrHUlee that lor values ami uulity tlusi enliven cannot ne
i
to pleiwo lu tho
txvllod. Whatever your tasto, you can tltui
following lint;
The Famous "BrettkfiiKt Doll," i(k
"O. U."-- Oia
Government Java,

EOAS DAILY OPTIC.

Take Notice.
From now on, I will do a strictly
cash business, only.
Dan Rhodes,
Haekman.

The beautiful 1500 piano which will
be awarded by tho competitive trade
contest, Is now on exhibition at Rosenthal Furniture Co.'s
For Sale, a six room nouso with
bath, cellar and stable. Nlco trees
and lawn. Convenient to business on
either side. Enqulro at Optic.
Douglas writes from
Stephen
Carlsbad that he expects to ronira
to Las Vegas very soon for tho sum-

I1AK11KU

IILOCK.

WEST SIDE PLAZA.

HARDWARE and GLASS
PAINT and WALL PAPER

A.

mer.

Tolophono ISO,

Parties going to the country wIV
consult their best Interests by calll:ii
at Clay & Rogers' livery barn where
nice rigs at reasonable prices may
be had.

11-3-

Red Men,
All Red Men

Stationery Is Talkative,
Business stationery is never mute.
The cheap kind talks about you and libels jou.
The right kind talks about you and praises you.
The cheap kind costs you moreif you consider
it expensive to lose "caste" in a business way.
The right kind costs you less if you consider

5

Take Notice.
are requested to

ap-

pear in the Wigwam

Sunday, May
28, at 10:30 a. m. for tho purpose of
attending Memorial services at the
opera house.
F. E. BARNES,
Sachem,
T. C. LI PS 1ST T,
C. of R.

'

It's lots easier to slide down' a hill
than It Is to climb up one. You can
slide down to obscurity without much
trouble, but it takes climbing and systematic saving to be somebody. The
Plaza Trust and Savings bank is the
best medium for savers of money.

,

.

v

"prestige" worth anything
If you want your Stationery to boost instead of to belittle
we should like to talk "JobPrinting" to you.
your business-th- en
'

FOlt
and
Painting

Paper-Hangin-

Oolo
CHAFFM 6 DUZOAtt,

g

Go to Robert Itaiuey.

work guaranteed. Prices
reasonable. Oolo. Phoue 321, red.

First-clas-

.

s

For

ifwy Rigs,

For SmOsSo Horssm,
For

for Hopsmsm,

BoaPmSng
WANTED Experienced dry eoods
The stone wall on Douglas avenue
KSontb
sales lady; address sales lady, Optic, In proximity to the' city school would
By Day
Las Vegas.
condition
,
In
an
unsafe
be
to
appear
If so, It should be rein places.
A prominent society man completely paired before it falls. down and Injures
disguised as a farmer who had been somebody.
planting all day long, and looked
LIVERY FEED
every bit of It, followed his wife and
a party of her lady friends to the
How's This?
AND
carnival attractions on the west side
We offor One Hundred Dollars Sward far
came
SALE STABLES
nearly being liny citte of Catarrh that cannot na ourd by
Friday night and
arrested for the fun he was having Hall's Catarrh Cum.
CO..
O
V.
A
CHENEY
i
Toledo,
at the expense of the ladies. Not We, the underniKni'd, have known
F. J.
even his own wife suspected that he Chnney
for the lut 16 yearn, and believe him
n
m
honorable
all
bualnen
was
was up to such pranks and she
perfectly
A fine line of runabouts and driving
and financially able to carry out any
taken in as badly as the other mem obligation
bin
firm.
made by
wagons just received. Horses for sale
WAt.MNO. KlNNAN MiRVIX,
bers of the party, though at times
O.
Wholmate
DraKRlstM,
Toledo,
to
seemed
she
suspject something Hall' Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, act- at all prices.
M. L.COOLKV, Proprietor.
wrong. That voice and those familiar ing directly upon the blood and niucoua
of the nyntoni. TeHtlinoniah Kent free.
actions were hard to conceal from one
Both PhoiieH No. 15.
7fc
bottle.
Price,
by
per
Decoration Day Is next Tuesday. who knows him better perhaps than hold
Take Halt'rugiU.
Family PllU for constipation.
&
for
Blood's
Leave orders at Ryan
anybody else in the world.
Cut Flowers. Will have a nice assortment. 507 Sixth street
HOTEL

or

u

COOLEY'S

V

vet-era-

and Carriage Repository

.

traQMin-ilon-

nur-fac-

I

,

Yesterday a ,local ad in The Optic
house that would
Fifteen applibe rented furnished.
cations have already been received at
Tt Tecolote, Thursday night, RoqW this office for that house.
Duran heard some one prowling about
his premises at an unseemly hour,
W. M. Lewis the Undertaker will
and when the fellow who proved to receive choice carnations
every
be Antonio Romero had effected an
Mentrance with some ulterior purpose Thursday regularly.
in view, the man of the house dealt
Dr. Francis E. Smiley, the evangelhim blows with an iron bludgeon,
from the effects of which he has ist, will hold memorial services In th
since died. Duran was placed under opera house at 11 o'clock Sabbath
arrest: and required to give a bond morning, under the auspices of the
told of a'

five-roo-

Cooro Lumber Company

Sash, Doors, Builders Hardware Wall Paper
Glass Paints, Varnishes, Brushes,

Coal and Wood

. NO. 5G

O. A. R.

SB.OOO.OO

DOTH PHONES

Lfl PEflSIOIl

Corner Sixth and Lincoln
American Plan.,
Samp'e Room in Connection.
AH Modem Conveniences.

-

of 11.000.

$100,000.00

-

MOORE LUMBER CO.

Cut Flowers for Decoration Day.
Leave your orders early; wo will take
uyan
good care to fin tnem.
Blood, Colo, phono 76; Las Vegas
phone, 77, 607 Sixth street.

MRS.

NO.

50

J.

E.

MOOItK,

Prop.

C PITTENGER,

B.

SIGN WRITING,

W hw

V 'ASWAN,
nun

GT

3

Patent

m

Iippfil Silk filiivr

Tvo Beautiful
Gprincj StyIce

PICTURE

The Hygei
Made from

Ice

Purs Distilled Water.

PRICES

2,000 lbs. or more each delivery, - 25c per hundred
35c
1,000 to 2 000 lbs.
'
50c
50 to 1,000 lbs.
Less-tha"
"
75c
50 lbs.
n

CRYSTAL ICE CO..

:

McGuiro & Webb

The K nd that Don't Wear Out at the Finger Ends
If

Gibson Tie Dark Brown Vict Flexible
$1!
Sole Colonial Heel

J0

rwfnrl Lace Russian Calf Russset
$2.f0
Welt Sole Military Heel
r,

ivr tut

Off For Cafth.

C. V. HEDGCOCK.
BtUfSt

To be found

with every pair

PAINTS,

ETC.

a 02 sixth arnstTm
Duvall's

Dinners

Can't Be Surpassed.
Twelve years he has

The meals, the service,'

"The Kayser" you have the genuine
ticKct

PAPER, GLASS,

catered to Las Vegans

you f nd the name

A guarantee

WALL.

.

4

IN WHITE AND BLACK

,

FRAMING,

.THE
.

only at

...Rosenthal Bros...

HflRPHflRE

DlftlER

PLUMBING
SADDLERY
UENKRA I. HARDWARE

TINNING

rVASONICTEMPLE.

the prices, have been
weighed thoroughly,
and found not want
tag
Go to DUVALL'S Duv
ing Room,

.

r

i

7
fa

inflm

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

SATl'ltDAV,

MAY 27, 1903.

i

i'

Open Evenings
Til! 7:30.

Opposite Toaiport's.

Xv

(f

FURMAN,
609 Douglas

Ave .,

Sundays Until
12:30.

Opposite Tavipert's
Red Men Endorse
Fraternal Sanitarium
At a regular council fire of Red
Cloud tribe No. 4, Improved Order of
Rod Men, kindled on the sleep of the
25tb Sun. Flower Moon, O. 8. D. 414,
tho following resolutions were or-

dered drafted, presented and, adopted:
Whereas, Las Vegas, N. M., has
ueen selected for the National Fraternal Sanitarium by the various fraternal orders of the United 8tates
for the purpose of relieving and comforting their sick who are afflicted
with tuberculosis, the expense of the
sanitarium to be maintained by a
spocial per capita tax of one cent per
month per member, and the objects
of the Improved Order of Red Men
being In concurrence with the above;
therefore, be It
Resolved, That this tribe does endorse the above object and Instructs
Its representative to the great coun- -

ell of New Mexico which will kindle
Km ureal mm council In our hiintlntr
grounds on the 7th Sun, Mot Moon,
. s. u. 414, to present tneHe resolutions for their adoption; and bo It
in rt tier
That the representative
Resolved,
elect from the great council of New
Mexico to the great council of tho
United States be Instructed to work
ana vote ror tne one-ceper capita
tax or the National Fraternal Sanl

WARM

WEATHER

HELPS.

Get Rid of Your Catarrh by Using
Hyomei Now.

If you wish beautiful, clear white Chamberlain's
1
clothes use Red Cross Bag Blue.

Cough Remedy the question about its being the best, as
It will cure a cough or cold in less
Very Best.
"I have been using Chamberlain's' time than any other treatment. It

Colonel John W. Carter, cashier of
th eSilver City ' National bank, left Cough Remedy and want to say It Is should
always be kept in the house
Everyone who has catarrh should Silver
for St. Louia. St. Louis the best cough medicine I have ever
for
Instant use, for a cold can
take advantage of the warm weather is his City
ready
former home and he expects
taken," says Geo. L. Chubb, a mer- whiter than snow. Delights the launto get rw oi tnts annoying and
to
his
vacation.
enjoy
thoroughly
chant of Harlan, Mich. There Is no dress, all grocers.
disease. Thn risrht t
4
faithfully followed, In May or June,
so
as
Red
Cross
good
Nothing
Bag
win oenem mucn more quickly than
Blue. Delights the laundress. All groin me winter and early Spring.
tarlum.
Do not try to cure catarrh nt th cers sell it.
2.
,
Fraternally submitted In F. F. & C, head and throat by taking drugs Into
me stomacn, it cannot be cured In
T. JS. HUAU ViSIVl ,
Colonel V. T. Cessna was over at
that manner. The onlv wav In which Silver
E. MELROY,
City from Santa Rita. Colonel
iui8 too common disease can be cured Cessna will leave
Committee.
shortly on an ex
.
is
F. E. DARNES.
through a direct application of tended vacation trip in tne course of
Sachem.
Hyomei that Will kill the irerma nf which he will take In the sights of
Attest:
T. C. LIPSETT,
uttmrrn ana prevent ttleir growth.
the Portland exposition.
The first day's use of Hyomei will
C. of R.
(Seal)
show a decided improvement, and in a
While a bilious attack is decidedly
The Woman's club of Porta les is short time, especialy If used at this
Of the vear. there will !.
It Is quickly over when
Season
nn
unpleasant
of
offering a prize
$2.50 to the boy or
limner
from
trouble
catarrh.
Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver
gin wno win nave the beat flower
YOU
no risk In bnvlnir Uvnmol Tablets are
11
used. For sale by all
garden this summer, and nnothcr The take
complete outfit costs but one dolprize of like amount to tho on hav
druggists.
lar, and If after using you can say
Ing the best, vegetable garden.
that the treatment has not helped you.
algebra,
phy8ics,
BOTANY,
u. Murpney win return your money.
Miss Aenes Green has returned
pedagogy;
ZOOLOGY,
home to Silver Cltv from a visit, to
CIVIL GOVERNMENT,
ARITHMETIC,
GRAMMAR
County Commissioner .1. r rum. her sister. Mrs. Theodore Kline, at
carton.
ton returned to Silver City 'from
Miss Green shortened her
PHYSIOLOGY,
U. S. HISTORY,
m
Angeles, where he has been for the visit in order to accent a nnsltton OBSERVATION
WORK,
GEOGRAPHY,
benefit of his health. Mr. Cure ton and enter upon her duties in the Max
PRIMARY METHODS,
is interested In the coming cattle Schutz store.
ORTHOGRAPHY,
READING,
shipments, havinc &n'flnifHl a num.
Sewlno-Machin- e
ber cf the sales for whlrh
Two or more classes In each branch. Double
Needles
daily recitations in Al- will soon be made, and his presence for all makes of machines at Five
gebra,
Botany,
Zoology,
Adranced
and
Pedagogy
Physics.
Htie hi inia nine is conseqeuntly Cents per package and everything else
Tuition free. Send for Bulletin of the Summer Session.
necessary.
at
pertaining to sewing-machlnent

..SUMMER SESSION..
OF

NEW MEXICO

rn

hpitv

Las Vegas. June

19

to August

c

I;

The Bifeemce
m Cost
between a good and a
poor baking
would
not amount for a family's
powder
supply to one dollar a year. The poor
powder would cause doctors' bills many
times this.

Bs. PRICE'S
cream
the most economical in the end, because it goes further in leavening and
insures perfect, wholesome food.
When ordering of the
I
grocer always
call for Dr. Prices Cream
Baking Powder by name for good health and
good
is

It makes the finest cake,

dings, flapjacks, biscuits and bread.

...V

'

tet Basin. Fowst. C.
Cnioa.0.

my

pud-

re
Imitation
Powders which are soU from five
cents to twenty-fivcents a
They
should be carefully avoids!pound
as they are
made from amm anj are unheahhful.

Ktj!?PTE,7Ther
mK
e

Look for the

T. T. Rurland. a Mlfi niHnur ami red S., 522 Sixth St., La? Vegas, N. M.
promoter, with headquarters at Denver, arrived in Silver City, and for
R. F. Herndon. who is at Silver
the next week or so will
in ihari
City
superintending the shipment of
of tho Max Schutz stock sales.
several hundred head of rattle for
the
Commission comAttorneys R. p. Barnes and Colin pany, went down to Deming. The
Neblett returned to Silver City from cattle will b shipped from that
point
iteming, where they attended Luna within the next week.
9
court.
Messrs. Itarnes and
county
NebhMtt defended James A. Wilev
Use Allen's Foot Ease.
In ilie trial had at Dentin? on tho
A powder to be shaken Into tt
of
charge
unlawfully
drawing and shoes. Your
feel swollen, nervflourishing a deadly weapon and se- ous and damp,feetand
get Jred easily.
cured n verdict of not. guilty for their If
you have aching feet, try Alice's
client.
Foot-Eask rests the feet and 9.
makes new or tight shoes easy. Cures
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
aching, swollen, sweating feet, blist- 9
In the District Court of tne Fourth ers
and callous
Relieves ChilJudicial District of the Territory of blains, corns andspots.
bunions
of all pain 9
New Mexico, sitting In and for the and
gives rest and comfort Try It lit
County of San Miguel.
Sold by all Druggists, 2tc.
In the matter of the assignment Don't
accept
any substitute. Trial
of I H. Doll.
package FREE. Address Allen S. 9
Notice is hereby given to all the Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y.
creditors of the above firm that on the
9
2Cth day of June, A. D. 1905, and for
' IP
Crawford
arrived home In 9
Perry
iwo consecutive days thereafter between the hours of nine o'clock A. Oliver v.ny anu will spend his vacation. Mr. Crawford has completed his 9
n .1 flt-r-.t v nVlnoi.R n nr
i t
M., ft......
uu KUIU
iiu
i, m., 11.
sophomore year at the University of
days at the office of George
Hunat Rerkeley, and
California,
ker, assignee in the above entitled wilt continuelorated
his studies there until ft
cause, in i.as Vegas, New Mexico, he,
9
the said assignee, will proceed pub-- graduation.
9
uciy ia adjust and allow demands
Terrific Race With Death.
against tho estate of the said P. II.
was
"Death
fast
Doll, and will on the above named
approaching,"
days at tha times above specified al- writes Ralph F. Fernandez, of Tampa.
low and adjust all claims against said Fla., describing his fearful race with 9
C
estate.
death, "as a result of liver trouble and 9
All creditors who do not attend t
heart disease, which had robbed me 9
the place and time herein designated
of
sleep and of all interest in life. I
and lay before the said assignee the
nature and amount of their claims had tried many different doctors and
shall be precluded from any benefit several medicines, but got no benefit,' 9
of the above estate.
until I began to use Electric Bitters. S
Dated and signed at Las Vegas, So
wonderful was their effect, that In
N. M., this 22nd day of
May, A. D. three
days I felt like a new man, and 9
1905.
GEO. H. HUNKER,
todaj I am cured of all my troubles."
51ftj
Guaranteed
at all druggists; price 80c.
Assignee.

Edmund J. Vert. President.

1

Lyons-Campbe-

ll

SANTA FE CENTRAL RAILWAY
SUNSHINE

SYSTEM

Ial-tn-

If
d

BEST, SAFEST AND SHORTEST. ROAD
.
tTf
vvoimvo

.

.

.

porta Die cnutes for loading1 sheep)
j at Torrance. Permanent stock yards atWil
mru, MMwicia, ataniey and Sante Fe.
j jt
V

4'

IC

ROUTE, VIA TORRANCE GATEWAY

with the B. P. & N. E. and
Connecting
Rock
and Paciflo R R. Shortest line outChioasro,
of Santa ye or
New Mexico, to OUicasro, Kansas Cit
or St. Louis. When you
travel take the

to-da-

Baking Powder

food.

a

greatly reduced nrlces.

V

Shortest line to El Paso, Mexico, and the southwest. The
only first class route to California via Santa Fe Central, El
P aso & Northeastern
TIME CARD
and Southern Paciflo.
No. 1 makes close
Lfave Daily
Arrive Daily
connection
at TorNO. I
Stations
no. a
rance with the Goldl:0n p m
SANTA FK ....
4 ::m p, m
KENNEDY
en State Limited, No.
8:10 p. m
:p.m.. .MORIARTT
4:05 p. m
....
t:20 p. in
east bound, on
44,
t -- 12:20 p. m
SSTANCIA....
El
the
Rock
Island. No.
riisom
8:10 p. tn .. .. .TORRANCE
2 makes close con9
ra
).
H Stop for tufU.
nection with Golden
Stat a T.tmifort
west bound. Service unsurpassed.
Dining Library and
Pullman Cars of the latest pattern. Berths reserved
bv wir '
EST TRY OUR ROUTE.
--

'IS?

c

4
C
4

C
4

4
4
4
4
4

i

4
4

J

1

.

S. B, GRIMSHAW, 0. F. & P A
W. H. ANDREWS, Pres. & Oen'l
Manager.
ALFRED L GR'MSHAW, Traveling F. & P A
J. P. LING. City F. & P. A.

4
4

i

4
4

I
4
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At

Savings Bank Store Las Vegas Iron Works
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1

IF
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V

JR&TTT1

M

A

W

UAUT
I IK.

I
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There are two classes or remedies: those of Known quality and which are permanently beneficial In eilect, acting
gently, in harmony with nature, when nature needs assistance ; and another class, composed of preparations of
unknown, uncertain and inferior character, acting tempo- -'
rarily, but injuriously, as a result of forcing the natural
functions unnecessarily. One of the most exceptional or
the remediesof Known quality an J excellence Is the ever
pleasant Syrup of Figs, manufactured by the California
Fig Syrup Co., which represents the active principles of
plants, known to act most beneficially, In a pleasant syrup,
In which the wholesome Californian blue figs are used to contribute their rich, yet delicate, fruity flavor. It Is the remedy
of all remedies to sweeten and refresh and cleanse the system
gently and naturally, and to assist one In overcoming constipation and the many illsresultingtherefrom. Its active principles and quality are Known to physicians generally, and the
TMiF '
remedy has therefore met with their approval, as well as with
the 'avor of many m illions of well informed persons who know
of their own personal I Knowledge and from actual experience
&$?MMi thatitisamostexcelli kiauwyc icincuy, v c uu uui udim uiui
Jf it will cure all manner of ills, but recommend it for what it really
9ii rpnrp?pnt!. a Invativp rpmpHy nf known nn.ilitv nnrl p
containing nothing of an objectionable or injurious character.
There are two classes of purchasers: those who are informed
as to the quality of what they buy and the reasonsfor the excellence
of articles of exceptional merit, and who do not lack courage to go
elsewhere when a dealer offers' an imitation of any well Known
article; but, unfortunately, there are some people who do not know,
and who allow themselves to be imposed upon. They cannot expect
its beneficial effects if they do not get the genuine remedy.
To the credit of the druggists of the United States be it said
that nearly all of them value their reputation for professional
integrity and the good will of their customers too highly to offer
imitations of the

1

would wrestle and throw any two
men in his city, twice each within
one nous. The challenge was Immediately accepted by Mr. Duffy and
Tom Cody, innt motor at the gymnasium. Arrangements were immediately made and the double bout will
take place at 9 p. m. tonight at the
hippodrome.
All the shows continued to do
thriving business and large crowds
were in attendance last night, and
tonight being Mardigras night, will
undoubtedly be the banner night of
the week.
The company goes from here to

Straws Which
Show Set of Wind

Screen Lump Soft Goal,
Oerrilloa Soft Nut Goal,

EUREKALOL

M

CURED

ITCH-ECZE- MA

aomethlngthat will cur varytbInK, lu Hiwctfle prtwcriUwl for ovr thirty yearn by
Doctor lluruiti, ono of Lonilon'K luont ci'Mirnttxt klu ipwIttllKtH,
Tho Eurckalul I'ctrma Cur l thi funioiu rwuwly KimrratitwJ to quickly rnlltveand
ptTiimiN'titly curt any (ltiac of thfuktu or aralp, H In urly anttiwpMo and germicidal. W
have thouHandaof toatiiuonlal to prove the true virtu.' of It ponttlve cure.
Don't watt your time and money on "cur-all,- "
They alwolutuly do no irood,
Write to u at once for our famou Kurakatel Kcitma Curt. It will tell the ury that la
more convtncInK than pay1 of argument. Price poxtiNtld, 60 coiit and 11.00.
Don't auf ler from thiwe torturt'Home Piles. One application of tbe famou Eurekalol PI
Cur will give Immndlat relief. 1'rioH, poNtald, Mcenta.
THE CVRCKALOL REMEDY CO.. 1197 BERGEN STREET. BROOKLYN. N. Y

SPOUTING. ROOTING, TIM ana
..GALVANIZED IRON WORK.,

Satlalaotorlly.
Clvo him a trial.
Notarial

1

:

Erie
1st pfd

Wrestling Match

Las Vegas

Rubber Stamp Works,
...424 Grand nve...

"Sign of Ihe Bosi."
I, an

Las

company, proved to be a most
interesting bout, although Mr. Daviea
showed himself to be by far the better
man.
The first bout was won by Davies
secIn nine minutes and thirty-fivonds, with a collar and elbow holt.
The second fall was won by collar
and leg holt by Davies in eight minutes and twelve seconds, amid great
e

-

:
pfd
Republic Steel and Iron
Rep. I. & 8. pfd
S. P

11

what alfalfa will do on Irrigated, as
compared with common hay on

(if s4.

WHEAT.
"Hh price

.-

Sou By

.inn

-

&I

Tex. Pac
U. P. Com
H.8 8. Com
0. 8. 8. pfd
excitement.
Frank Leroy acted as master of Wabash Com
ceremonies and introduced Jack Lau-bac- Wabash pfd
as referee and Tom Cody as Wis. Cent Com
Wis. Cent, pfd
timekeeper.
after the match, Mr. W. V.

-

i.

!K
74

8lj

For rates ami informal ion, write to D. B. Gawluer, Dist. Passenger
Commercial Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. Send six cents for Won.
derland 1905, and four cents for Lewis nnd Clark Booklet, to
A. M. Cleland, General Pass. Agent, St. Paul.

' A Kt., 210

Las Vegas
Light and
Fuel Co.

THEpJIRE

.......SELLS........

VJUIovj

ft

Crooti

Goal.1
D. & R. Q.

.

System

..Lv...-12:)B-

4:02

Are You
READY TO HAVE
YOUR SPRING
CLOTHES CLEANED
DYED AND
REPAIRED?
IF SO CALL

pm

.

r'

AIL PPIGLGi

r

lbs or more each dclivcry,20c per 100 lbs
ii
30c per 100 lbs
1,000 to 2,000 lbs. it
i
40c per 100 lb
200 to 1,000 lbs it

50 to

B

Lv Barranca.. Lv 11 :S8 p m
Hervilleta . Lv...IO:2pm
pm ...91 . Lv
Lv .. Tree PledrwLv . .10M)p m
4:32pm
6:85 p m.. I2S...LV
Antonlto .. Lv.... 8 :10 p m
8 :80 p m... 158. .. Lv..
lamosa Lv.... 8 40 p m
8KI0 a m . 2H7...Lv . .Pueblo
JiV....lS:40 p m
11:07 p m
Colo 8pks...Lv
i4:22b m...S8I...Lv
Lv ... 8:30pm
7:30a m.. 406 Ar ...Denver
8:C0

MOU S W
m

2.000

--

.

I7EY

eB

.

.

.

VEGAS

V

Fe Branch

Santa

J&

THAT MADE

I

81 .
HI .

.

Trains (top at Km bud o for dinner where
are iwrvea.
CONNBCTICBB
At Antonlto for Durango, fllverton, and In'
termedlate nolnts.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and Intermediate point via either the atandard gange
line via La Vela las or the narrow gaui; via
Ballda, making the entire trip In day light and
panBinK tnrougn meremowa wajrar
iiiKO lor au points on tmne Drancn.
Rooa meats

ft

2
ft

C

200

e

50c per 100 Ids e
60c per 100 lbs v.:

lbs.

r-

Less than 50 lbs

Aeufl l?UBfl Saamnt
OfFIOSi

020

Douylam Avomua,

A. 8. BARNtT,

Traveling rawenger Agent, Banta Fe, N. M.
8. K. HOOPKR. O. P. A .
Denver, Oolo

LAS VEGAS

Several Facets
THAT YOU SHOULD NOT

6114

.

Northern Pacific Ry.

fC

ation regarding this and other disTime Ttble Ne. 7L
tricts along the Northern Pacific Ry.,
Effective November 7th, 190.
ask for Series C 108.
Write to C. W. MOTT. Genl. Emi- KAST BO0NO
WW BOUND
Mile No. 426
No. 425
Pacific
Northern
Ry.,
gration Agent,
11:00am... 0 Lv .Hanta Ke ...ar .. 1:80pm
2:61
I.T..
tHpanola... Lt ... ItHflp m
pm...84
St Paul, Minn.
&3 Lv
2:11 p ra
Kmbndo
pm

MERCHANT TAILOR
S16
Sixth Street

W4

Portland Exposition
VIA

paid for MllllDff Wheat
Colorado Seed Vbet for halo In Seaot
LAS VEGAS N. M.

If. CIDDIO

17

h. Piui.
T..C.

Yellowstone Park

J. R. SMITH, Proa.

fw;'4
13396

ear-niv-

Puget Sound
Columbia River

Mills,

iVIuilosalt. and KtUull Itenlor In

MP
V

l:

Roller

HOUR, GRAHAM. (OKI MEAL, BRAN

2

The wrestling nutch at the Hippo- New York Centre!
drome on the carnival grounds last Norfolk. uom
evening, between C. D. Duffy of Las iteaaing
Pennsylvania
Vegas, and Tom Davies of the
R. I. Com

Alaska

Vvkhi Thcno i.i)

Vegas
'

40

-

L. &N.
Mo. Pac.
Mex. Cent

fen

Sala

R ubber Stamps.

r

RKETJ

.

Seal.

Corporation

land.
One acre sown to alfalfa and Irrigated, will produce 10,000 pounds of
bay.
One acre In Inclosed pasture, COO
pounds.
One acre of range averages 250
Or again:
pounds.
One acre of irrigated alfalfa wil:
feed one steer 400 days.
One acre of enclosed pasture will
Raton.
feed one steer 20 days
One acre of aveiage range will fee J
one steer 10 days.
Or putting It In the form of sbeep ,lt
will show as follows:
160 acres of Irrigated alfalfa will
1600 shee pone year.
nalntaln
The following New Yorkstook quotations
were received v Levy Bros.. (Members Chi
For publications and further Inform

For a few days an ad has been appearing in The Optic of a six room
house with modem conveniences,
which is for sale. This morning the
Optic received a letter from a lady in
Coahoma, Texas, in which she relates
that she is advancing in years, is not
desirous of
very well and that she
finding a place wuere she can spend
her days In peace and safety. Her
children are anxious that she choose
Las Vegas. Therefore she says :
"Send me a careful description of the
house, with photo if possible and the
price. If It suits me I will send you a
check for the price at once."
Just another straw which shows the
set of the wind.
Here la another:
cago Board of Trade), rooms 2 and 8, Crockett
A letter from Charles Palmer, In- block. Colorado Phone 800. Las Vegas Phone
810, over their own private wires from New
dianapolis, says: "I received copy of York, Chicago and Colorado
Springs; corre- the Las Vegas Art Souvenir, and it ?Kndent of the firms of Logan h Bryan New
members New Tork Stock
has made a Las Vegan of me. I'm Fxchange Chicago,
and Chicago Board of Trade, and
coming out to spend the summer, and Wm, A. Otis a Co., Bankers and Brokers. Colo
if I like it, I will build a iome there rado Springs.
and remain. For ten years I have been Descrlpton
Close
a wanderer on the face of the earth, Amalgamated Copper
79
131J4
going one place in summer and to American Sugar
79
another in winter. I came back home Atchison Common
1014
rather discouraged this spring. I Atchison Preferred
believe Las Vegas is the place, how- B. & O.
.... 69
ever, where I can live the year round. B.B.T1
I have plenty of means and a steady Chicago Alton Cora
40!4
Income from well established business C. F. I
Colo. Sou
here, but my chief object in life is to
first pfd.....
gain health and strength, lost by over8nd
exertion In my earlier days. I will C. o. w pfd.. ..
bring my family of four with me."
C.& O

Lose Sight Of

ALBUQUERQUE
J
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Gross, Kelly

'

Co.

(laoorporotod.)
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WHOLESALE nERCHANTS
aAJ

tonight, he O&W

Capsules

Santal-Pepsi- n

r.ltUILLOS

ADLON, Prop. Corn and Corn Chops

,0C

Hill do your

manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co., and in order
to buy the genuine article and to get its beneficial effects,
one has only to note, when purchasing, the full name of
the Company California Fig Syrup Co. plainly printedon the
front of every package. Price, 50c per bottle. One size only.

Scott's

J. C.

BRIOOE

Genuine Syrup of Figs

that

(

i

vrf-llnr-

Immediately
Davies announced

leftlrullt' I'owtT.

AluMt

FUEL DEUER
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Foundry & Machine Shops

YOU CAN H1T
1 Stick lilulng
1 Set Gate Hoolti.
1 Mouse Trap
1 Nut Meg Grater
1 Bottle Black Ink
1 Stove Lifter
1 Tack Hammer
1 Flesh Brush
1 Cake Turner
1 Can Opener
1 Pr. Men's Black or Tan Hote.,
1 Pr. Ladles' Black Iloso.
Children's Sun Bonnets, each

MA'n vK op
A

Ctnti li King."

10

A POSITIVE CURE

tor InltarBiatloB orOatarrha

tn BlKtder and l)lned KM
Core
HO OUtE 113
m
iik'klf and rrmnentl lb
norsl rtum of
of low
ao rstur rhya
sod
Inn etaodiDK. ABSOlatf

fT.

!,

Pr'ce tl.QO. or ty nail
paid, It .00, t bos, n.n- THE SANTAL-PEPSIXC- a.

(di

SOLD BY O. G. 8CHAEFER.

BY
ALFALFA
IRRIGATION
LOWSTONE VALLEY,
MONTANA.

YEL

There are more than 60,000 acres of
land watered by irrigation . ditches
and peculiarly adapted to the raising of alfalfa, for sale in the Yellow
stone valley west of Billings, Mont
The soil varies from gumbo to sandy loam, and a'ualfa does well on all
of It The following figures show

tt

have Mood Ihe
of yean,
and bav curi ttaout.ad. ol
wt of pierroui DiKioo, rac
STROKE
Ueblitv. Diutnttn, Slecplcu
aeM and Vrtcoctl,Atrophy,ftc
111! t
irSWrn MS mmw
They dear the brain, itrrngtbea
AbAIII I
the circuit ttoa. eiak ditestioa
Dcrfect. and inDirt a health
cheeked
nrf
m fka
ar
All drain,
tmmmntntlt. UnleH Daticntt
ImM
them
into
often
conditio
their
Con.uraptioa or Denth.
worrit,
re properly cared,
Int.nity,
Mailed sealed. Prkett per boa; 6 a, wllh troal1 legal raar.ntre to cure or rrfund tk
MEDICINE
PEAL
CO.. CIvMM
AddreM,
oaey.tc ao. Sead kx lre book.
WHEN III

DOUeT,

TRY

Thy

tW2X5
bo.-e-

FOR SALE AT SCHAEFCR'S

DRUG STORE, EXCLUSIVE

AGENT.

The El
System and Rock Island
is
line
between
the
shortest
El Paso and the
System
"Great Southwest" and Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City and all points North and East.
Paso-Northeaste-

WOOL, HIDES

rn

CJenl.

Ia.

Agt.
EL PASO. TUX AS.

PELTS

BRICK

Pm GHBEJ0O

Ol.mnlng, Dying and Repair

lag
All Work Guaranteed

5 506

Grand Ave,

SPECIALTY

m

Vtgit,

CirvCI.F

A

I

lC

ComorJ VJcIlio
The Beat Quality.

All Work Guaranteed.

Battmatef tiven orBrick aBdrctona bnlldlnga
Also, on all Cemetery Work.

Specially W.
Lai

LOGAN

New Machinery for making
Crashed OranlK for

Merchant TeJlor

Lmdhm Work

A

PECOS

TUCUMCARI

The Golden State Limited is the most magnificently equipped train
in Transcontinental service.

All Meal vlsv thle route are eerved in Dining Car.
The entire train is lit by electricity and heated by steam.
All connections made in Union Depots.
Equipment is operated through jwithoutj'change between
San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Kansas City,
Chicago, St. Louis and Minneapolis.
A. S. MUWN,

Al

N.

ft.

W. WALLACE
Lu

Vju phan.

214,

-

.
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FENCE

..Tho.
icjuEorrjENT s

lasting protection to
Lawns, Schools or Parks. Costs
no more than the unsightly

III

1

:

STEEL PICKET
a

Corporation

wooden fence. We are pleased
to furnish inures complete with
gates, etc., to anybody.

DIUDGE STREET HARDWARE STORE
BOTH PHONES
Ludwig Wm, Ilfeld.

la prepared to Hat your property
. .FOR GALE OR FOO RENT.

PAGE

Associated Builders Withdraw

8

Support From Striking Teamsters
Ktrlk1, tho beginning of the end.
CHICAGO, May
27.Rlotlng wait

CHICAGO, Mny 27Tho attention of
trikom and tmployorg was centered
largely today on tho effect of the
Mnoclftted building traded, accounted
tbe utrongest labor body in Chicago,
and reprencnilnK upwards of 18,000
union workmen, tblH body having
withdrawn both' moral and financial
mipport from the teamterB' caiwe,
tho first effect will bo to cut off nearly
11,000 a week from tho ttrlker' fund.
Tha effect in a problem, many thinking It. inenna tho flrnt break In tho

agency

The most desirable residence lots in the
citj on sale now. They will not last long,

r.lonoy to Loon

Tonight

renewed today near the retail shopping dlHtrlet. MissilcB were thrown
and a blockade was formed at aouth
Water and State streets. Three wagons driven by non union men became
wedged between a timber of heavy
trucks at tho corner. , ThU blockade
had been cleared when a trolley car
blocked the way, and mlttHlles began
to fly. A patrol wagon of police dispersed the niobn.

.

on approved real estate security

at

reas-

onable rates.
Corporations organized
under new territorial Jaw.

Boo. A. Flotntnrj, Manager
A vo. and Sixth
Do
Corner

Street

uglas

Brief Meadow City Paragraphs
Union Services In

'

Race Meet
June 5, 6 and 7 a race meet wi;i
be held In Las Vegas under the
auspices ef the Western Racing clr- -

Las Vegas Churches 4jS

fa

cult. The best horses In the west
will be here. Liberal purses will
be offered end the program will
be attractive. Particulars will be
given upon application to R. E.
Twitched, president, or R. J. Tau
pert secretary of the Las Vegas

(Continued

be u iileusing Innovation and it is
hoped thnt everybody will make particular efforts to InMire its successful
currying out. It Is for everybody
creed or no creed.
The
preacher is most effective in popular
address and will bring a messago of
gladness and hope.
At 7 p. m., there will le a Joint
meeting of the Young People's societies of the different churches held
at the naptist church. Dr. Smiley
will be In charge at this hour. His
large experience in this work and
his personal force will make this

List your property either for rent
or for sale with The Investment and
Agency Corporation, cor. Sixth and
Douglas avenue; you will get results.
6--

Workmen have been employed today In lining up the utreet car track
between the two aides of town.

Wanted Seven or eight room fur
ttlsbed houso for desirable parties for
summer
months. Investment and

m

There is going to bo a tremendous
oafc of OXFORDS this Spring and

km

sjMas.

erndell irreserves

$tili

Are the Perfection of Dcllclouiness

GUARANTEED ABSOLUTELY PURE

Summer.

vv

We etui show you the largest assortment and latest styles
in Muck, tans and white canvas, for ladies, misses

One pound, 35c; two pounds, 65c; three pounds, $1.

awl children

Once taste them and always remember them.
Price not a factor when Quality is considered.

C.D.BOUCHER'S.
Door Poet Office...
...Next

-- and

prices are right.

,

i

w

IsfirOnly at
to

rr
SPORLEDER SHOE CO.

WHEN it comes from

Sch&efer's Pharmacy
One hundred per cent worth of certainty goes with every prescription
we fill. If you would in case of

5

Thivall's restaurant cannot be ex- celled in Las Vegas for excellency
of meals and promptness of service.

nl
ITf

Attend the open air service at Lin Vacant
coin park at3 o'clock Sunday and hear mornio
" '
Mr. Hanson sing "Tell mother I'll be
1

.!?1
f

ftther

tha nnflPB hnilBP
n.vvenlng tomorrow.
1

Saturday, mere wm ue no

Elcept that the Episcopal church

Quick Desserts
are nowadays to be had at every grocery. They mean much to the housewife, saving time, labor and money.
We have the kinds that are ready for
serving and the kinds that require a
few moments to prepare. All are good
better is not possible. You can make
gelatine, tapioca, rice, corn starch and
fifty other kinds of puddings, jellies
and desserts with these
preparations. You know them all, no
doubt-Flak- ed
rice, Dr. Price's jelly
sugar and ice cream sugar, in all flavors
Bromangelon, Knox gelatine, Plymouth
Rock gelatine, lightntng and hasty
tapioca. The price is within the reach
of the most frugal, loo to lou a pauKage, Which are you going to try today?

al7vnftv

Illness supplement your doctor's
efforts see that the prescription is
brought to us and thus carefully
executed.

.

Let every citlxen by his presence
honor the veterans' service at the
opera house Sunday at eleven.

There."

h

,

The stores of tho city. will be closed
Sunday afternoon next.

r I

fa
fa
fa
fa
fa
fa
fa
fa
fa

Rn
Inspiring gathering. Let the
church be crowded. And be sure, to
coin early.
The evening service will be in the
Duncan and be opened at 7:45 by a
popular song service conducted by
Mr. Hanson.
The bright new melodies used in the Gospel meetings will
be used, and there will be some of
the strong old favorites. Mr. Hanson will sing the Oospe) too in hi
Dr.
wrnsome,'
sympathetic way.
Smiley will preach Jesus Christ
and Him crucified; Ills subject will
be "The Value of a Soul." Seldom
has Las Vegas heard the old story
told so powerfully and lovingly as it
Is declared by this ambassaitof of
God. He knows the needs and as- pirations of the heart amj as learned j
lire, both t6 tne
h0Iefl and to the
neavy lad&n. i'here ahfmld not. he a

Weather forecast; Tartly cloudy tonight and Sunday, with loral thunder-stormn- .
Tho temperaturo yesterday
ranged from 78 degrees to 48 degrees.

Agency Corporation.

pago one.)

sity in this park service, but it will

association.

Driving

from

--

over
List

Good

SCH AEFER'S

te

Things

Opera House Pharmacy

Mow io BSpqoo the ffioyo.

J.

We have tried to make our Juvenile Department as com

Ul observe its morning Sunday
The Romero mercantile compr
school at 10 a. m. and ItB morning
has absorbed the Romero shoe
-- oy
plete as money and brains can make it. We are now prepared
psny and will be removed '
prayer at 11 o'clock, all the churches
will
meetings
establishment Mopthe for-- interested In the Smiley
to show you the new K. & E. Waists and Blouses, "different"
dismiss all services tomorrow to par
kind.
in appearance from the usual ready-to-weticipate In the general meetings.
Marriage llcennave ben Issued
.
within tbe pi"
Memorial Services.
or two to Faustln
Garcia
day
will
3 to 6 vears for the little fellows.
be an appropriate obser
Thero
and Maria
MontTrementlna
in Las Vegas
7 to 15 vears for the larger
o
m&o of Las Vegas; Felipe Salas vance of Decoration day
the 3Qt& lnst., under ine
. Ojltos Frlos and Sofia Grlego of on Tuesday,
boys at 50c, 75c and $1.00, new
auspices of the Q. A. R. The several
''Las Vegas; Miguel Outlerrea and
been
have
of
the
civic societies
materials, new colorings.
city
Garcia of Las Vegaa.
reouested to join m the observance
Rovs' suits 3 to 6 vears, Buster
day, also the veterans of tue
It is authoritatively stated that a of the The
of march will be pub
line
gray.
return
will
or
carnival people
bunch
Browns, blue, red and brown
lished in The Optic Monday evening.
to
Vegas in the course of a tew
Memorial services will be Hem in
separate white collar, bloomer
weeks and open a summer theatre at
nouse
tomorrow
opera
pants, 3f4.5U to s.uu.
Galllnas park. It will pay under con- the Duncan
different
The
11 o'clock.
at
morning
ditions soon to exist In this city.
societies will appear at the place of
Juniors 2 and 3 piece Suits 3 to 8
least ten minutes before
at
worshh)
Postmaster Ulood this morning re the services begin, in order that they
years, $2. 00 to $5.00.
ceived nn official order from the post
,
be
seated,
properly
office department, and a Rimilir order may
Members of the local u. A. u. ana
Boy's 2 piece Suits 8 to 16 years,
has ben sent to every post office in confederate veterans will assemoie
mixtures blues and blacks,
the Untied States, that nil mall ad at the office of A. D. lllggins at 10:30
double breasted, $1.75 to $7.00
dressed to "Fraternal City" or to the a. m. and march in a body to the opera
"National Fraternal Sanitarium" is to bouse.
go to Lag Vegas. N. M. Mall has been
coming here by the bushel basketful
A
Jesus Hernandca. an aged and re
addressed to the sanitarium, but much
Las
of
tweeted
dropped
citlscn
Vegas,
of it has "Lnr Vegas on lh( address
last
as well. It Is believed that much mall dead on the plasta about 8 o'clock
and Children' Straw and Crash Hats. A big AsBoys
disease.
from
nleht.
heart
nresumably
sanitarium
to
ihe
addressed directly
of
aml Cins. (Jood bhoes. Windsor lies,
has gone astray, hence the, order of iwenami vna about slxtv years
the department. It's a big ad, for the ase and is survived by a wife and
son and daughter, the son being about Eaton Collars.
Everything for the bo- y- and all the best.
city.
fifteen years of age and able to be
of considerable use to the mother who
To Tax Payers.
Boy'. Suit From $3 AO Up
will now bo largely dependent upon SH0 Ball and Bat From Wih
Notice Is hereby given that the see him
for support.
ond half of taxes for the year 1904
Is payable now; and if not paid prior
E. T. Winters, tho prescription
to Juno 1, 1905, will be subject to
is In receint of a letter from his
clerk,
penalty of one per cent, and It not mother at Toledo, O.. stating that his
paid prior to July J, 1905, will be sub- sister Is a nervous wreck from the
ject to an additional penalty of four frleht and excitement experienced
per cent
durlnir tho awful tornado at Snyder,
EUGENIO ROMERO,
Okla. A letter from Miss Winters to
Treasurer and Collector, San Miguel her mother, written before leaving
County, New Mexico.
thi Rtrirken town, ts renroduced In
Las Vegas, N. M., May 19, 1905.
The Optic this evening.
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STEARNS,

Grocer

com-mer'- s

-

Detail

Every

the

of

Eitablithment

Retail

Leading

Us

Vega

X

ar

Notwithstanding
our reputation as
Givers of Best Values

,

f

i I

White feoods Department

Persian lawns
Plain Nainsook.

D
U

If your SHIRTS need BUTTONS
SEND THEM TO US,- -

T

GET PIANO TICKETS FREE

T

We Sew BUTTTONS on SHIRTS

0
1

S

No Extra Charge

Las Vegas Steam Laundry.
COLORADO IMIOXK 81. LAHVKOS PIIONK H

D
U

T
T

Lm

4

IF

STHNDHRD

Patterns.

tju

Exclusive Dry Good Store.

517 Sixth Street, Las Vegas. N. M.

A

1

we fail to reach your

heart it will not be the
fault of our weapons for
the layout of Groceries,
j Meats and Bakery goods
1

l

0

EKitter

s
0

4-

-

it

H44.4

25c yd
25c, 30c, 35c, 40c yd
.... . 15c, 20c, 25c, 35c yd
.from $1.00 to $3.75
from $2.75 to $5.00

HENRY: LEVY

MEADOW GOLD

0
n

- - -

.....................

.

Agents for

Cvy

ThirtyForGents

yd

,

.rtr,.f'T.im

j

......25c and 35c yd

Iteady Made White Shirt Waists.
Washable Silk Waists

Largo Variety of Doy a' Wash Suits.

4

......30c, 35c, SOc, 75c yd

Fine White French Lawns
Black Grenadines....
Indian Linons ..
Silk Dotted Batiste

that our roof

covers,'

sparkles with interest to
those who appreciate qual- 5tv and the value ot a
..j
dollar. The best always.
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SIXTH STREET.
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